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Seismic data contain information regarding the phase and amplitude of

reflected events. Variations in amplitude, traveltime, and waveform as a function

of offset are controlled by changes in the subsurface elastic properties. Analysis

of prestack seismic data provides the opportunity to distinguish between changes
in compressional-wave velocity, shear-wave velocity, and density, in the context

of an isotropic, locally one-dimensional earth.

A practical approach to prestack seismic inversion is developed and

applied to a portion of a real data set. As a data preprocessing step, a predictive

deconvolution algorithm is devised which incorporates the angle, time, and spatial

dependence of the reverberation period into the deconvolution operator. An

impedance model is obtained by use of a matched filter which represents the data

as a superposition of simple-interface and thin-layer reflections. The inversion

results are used to substantiate a modification to the statistically estimated seismic

wavelet for a nonwhite reflectivity spectrum.

One-dimensional velocity estimation is cast as a linear inverse problem.

An initial velocity model, which is parameterized as a superposition of cubic B-

splines, is adjusted to account for the residual moveout of selected events. The

velocity analysis is fully automated. Residual moveout estimates are obtained



implicitly without picking, and the resulting velocity function is guaranteed to be

smooth.

Primaries-only ray tracing, in which the linearized approximation to the

Zoeppritz equations describes the reflection coefficients, serves as the forward

modeling algorithm. The linear prestack inversion is based on the three-term

linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations. This expression is

reformulated so that one term incorporates the apriori relationships between the

elastic properties and the other two represent perturbations from the apriori

assumptions. Effects of thin layering, the seismic wavelet, and normal moveout

stretch are incorporated into the Frechet derivatives.

A single-iterate maximum-likelihood solution estimates the model

parameter perturbations relative to the smooth starting model. Real data results

illustrate the importance of a judicious selection of the data and model covariance

matrices. Known hydrocarbon accumulations are detected as perturbations

relative to the apriori assumptions.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Overview

The objective of seismic data processing and interpretation is to develop a

geological description of the subsurface. This description consists of an image of

the bedding-plane geometry showing the spatial orientation and relative strengths of

the reflectors. More sophisticated processing attempts to extract rock-property

information from the data. The processof recovering rock properties from the data

is referred to as inversion. In general terms, inversion may be described as the

process of inferring a model from the data.

Seismic data contain information regarding the phase and amplitude of

reflected events. The phase information is carried in the traveltimes. The phase

versus midpoint describes the stratal geometry of reflectors while the phase versus

offset is controlled by the long-wavelength velocity model. Amplitude and

waveform changes as a function of midpoint indicate the presence of relative

impedance variations. Variations in amplitude and waveform with offset are

controlled by changes in the earth's elastic parameters.

Conventional seismic processing is concerned primarily with the phase

information. A very simplistic model of the seismic reflection process is assumed.

A normal-incidence trace stretched by hyperbolic moveout models the prestack data.

Reflections are identified through their impedance variations but the primary

reflection amplitude is regarded as constant with offset (angle). The offset

dimension is only used for conventional velocity analysis.

The simple concept of hyperbolic moveout and CDP stack has been

successful in locating major accumulations of hydrocarbons. Migration methods are

often employed to enhance the subsurface image. Migration is used to collapse

diffractions and position reflections into their proper spatial orientation. Post-stack

migration methods (Claerbout, 1976; Stolt, 1978; Schneider, 1978; Gazdag, 1978)

are based on the exploding-reflector model (Lowenthal et al., 1976). Prestack

1
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migration (Schultz and Sherwood, 1980) uses the offset dimension to improve the

subsurface image and is more sensitive to velocity.

Inversion to estimate rock properties

The emphasis on direct hydrocarbon detection from seismic data in the early

1970's required that relative amplitudes be maintained in the seismic data

processing sequence. Inversions provides a means to estimate lateral variations in

rock properties from lateral variations in reflection amplitudes.

Considerable research has gone into attempting to extractearth parameters

(or relative changes in) from stacked seismic data. Methods which attempt to

estimate the earth properties directly from the data often encounter problems. The

simple recursive (Lindseth, 1979) and layer-stripping methods (Goupillaud, 1961;

Robinson, 1978; Claerbout, 1976) require careful processing of the data and many

restrictive assumptions. In practice, many of these assumptions are not met

resulting in disappointing performance. Gray and Symes (1985) discuss some of

the problems encountered.

The shortcomings of the recursive and layer-stripping methods led to the

development of iterative inversion algorithms. These methods assume that there is a

forward-modeling operator which can relate the earth model to the data. The initial

earth model is adjusted and refined in an iterative (and hopefully logical) manner

until the best fit between the modeled response and the data is achieved. Bamberger

et al. (1982), Cooke and Schneider (1983), Gelfand and Lamer (1984), and Brae et

al. (1988) describe this type of algorithm.

The variation in reflection coefficient with offset (angle) provides

information regarding the elastic parameters. In the case of an isotropic, nonlossy

medium the reflectivity is controlled by the compressional velocity, shear velocity,

and density. The work of Ostrander (1984) and Backus (1982) generated interest in

utilizing this offset dependence.

Direct inversion methods have also been applied to prestack seismic data.

Bom inversion relates the scattered wavefield to the data through a linearized

integral equation (Clayton and Stolt, 1981; Bleistein and Gray, 1985). The scattered
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wavefield is produced by changes in the elastic parameters. Only first-order

scattering (primary reflections) is accounted for in the first-Bom approximation.

The reference model is typically assumedknown. A least-squares fit to the

reflectivity information estimates the elastic parameter changes relative to the

reference model.

Layer-stripping algorithms constitute an alternative to integral methods.

Layer-stripping methods run the forward problem inreverse to recursively

reconstruct and strip away the effects of the medium at each depth. These methods

can be unstable in the presence of noise and require that the source wavelet be

deconvolved. Various forms of layer-stripping are discussed by Singh et al.

(1989), Yagle and Levy (1985), Bregman et al. (1985).

A major distinction between the theoretical direct methods that have not been

particularly useful and more successful algorithms is the incorporation of statistical

information regarding the signal and the noise. Tarantola (1984, 1986, 1987) has

developed the theory for incorporating apriori information into linear and nonlinear

inverse problems. Apriori information is used to constrain the model parameters

and account for noise in the data. Ikelle et al. (1986, 1988) show how apriori

information can be incorporated into Bom inversion.

Nonlinear inversion methods have received much attention. Linear

techniques are used to solve the nonlinearproblem. By solving a series of linearized

problems, an initial earth model is adjusted until the response of the model matches

the data. At each iteration the background model is allowed to change and the

nonlinear wave equation is used to compute the model response. Synthetic results

for the one-dimensional earth problem have been presented by McAulay (1985,

1986), Kolb et al. (1986), Pan et al. (1988), and others. Hindlet and Kolb (1988),

Helgesen and Kolb (1989), and Pica et al. (1990), and Wood (1993) have

presented recent results from real data. Mora (1987) and Crase (1989) attempt to

invert real data assuming a two-dimensional earth.

The most useful real data applications of prestack inversion have been

presented by Chiburis (1987), Smith and Gidlow (1987), and Gidlow et al. (1992).

They make use of a conventional weighted-stack (Wiggins et al., 1984) applied to
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the trace amplitudes at each time sample of NMO corrected CDP gathers. Stolt and

Weglein (1985) show the similarity between the AVO weighted stackand Bom

inversion. These useful applications are designed to predict relative changes in the

rock properties rather than recover absolute rock properties.

Objectives

The objective is to develop a practical sequence of methods which lead to a

defensible prestack inversion of shallow marine seismic reflection data. The

sequenceof methods involve data processing to attenuate water layer

reverberations, estimation of an impedance model, estimation of a seismic wavelet,

development of an accurate compressional-wave velocity model, accurate and

efficient forward modeling of prestack data, followed by a rational constrained

linear inversion.

Practical refers to methods which are computationally efficient. Each step in

the sequence will also be most useful if it produces useful information which can be

used as a stand alone process.

Data

Selected CDP gathers from the Offshore Area One data set will be used in

the inversion. The data are located in a shallow marine environment with an offset

range of 300-2650 m. Figure 2.1 displays a typical CDP gather. Subsurface dips

are very gentle; the maximum dip is roughly 3 degrees (Wood, 1988). Navigation

information is not available but streamer feathering is thought to be of second-order

importance (Huston, 1987). Water depths range from 60-75 meters (Simmons,

1987). In general, the background compressional velocity is reasonably invariant

laterally. There are first-order lateral velocity variations that are produced by

shallow gas (Simmons and Backus, 1992), and deep hydrocarbon accumulations

(Huston, 1987).

These data are attractive since there are known accumulations of

hydrocarbons and abundant apriori information on various aspects of the data
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(Backus and Chen, 1975; Catto, 1980; Todd, 1986; Huston, 1987; Simmons,

1987; Wood, 1988). The data are considered to be of very good quality.

Prestack data are examined in the form of constant offset-to-depth ratio

(ODR) partial stacks. The method was developed by Todd (1986), and used by

Huston (1987), and Wood (1988). The process utilizes a normal-moveout

correction with a single prospect-wide velocity function. Based on the assumed

global velocity function, offset and time-variant mutes are designed corresponding

to ranges of common offset-to-depth ratio. Figure 2.2 shows the unstacked ODR's

for the CDP gather of Figure 2.1. The mutes are designed so that there is an equal

amount of moveout within each partial-stack range. There is an increased sampling

at the larger angles where the reflectivity changes most rapidly.

Figure 2.3 shows several ODR gathers from a dip line of the prospect. The

traces are obtained by stacking the individual muted CDP gathers. Each trace

approximately corresponds to a constant local angle of incidence. Partial stacking

serves to increase the signal-to-noise ratio without sacrificing the offset-dependent

information.The amount of residual moveout is constant, androughly linear,

within each ODR gather. Therefore, there is an equal amount ofmultiple

attenuation for each partial stack.

Local variations in amplitude with incident angle are readily apparent.

Velocity information is preserved in the residual moveout of an event. Clearly

evident is the agreement (or disagreement) of the events in waveform amplitude and

phase, and residual moveout as a function of angle.

Emphasis is directed towards reproducing the partially stacked ODR gathers

since long-period multiple and converted-shear events are attenuated. Velocity

information is readily accessible in that the residual moveout is roughly linear. The

fact that each trace can be approximated as a constant local angle of incidence is

most suitable for developing an efficient forward modeling and inversion algorithm.
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Initial strategy versus implemented approach

The initial strategy at the onset of this research placed a strong emphasis on

developing a starting model that is linearly close to the true model. Operating under

the assumption of a locally one-dimensional earth, a nonlinear inversion based on a

reflectivity method would then adjust the initial model to better reproduce the

observed data.

The main criterion for determining linearity of the starting model is the

compressional-wave velocity. At selected areas where a one-dimensional earth

approximation is valid, hyperbolic-type velocity analysis should provide a

reasonably good compressional-wave velocity model. Gapped deconvolution

applied to the ODR gathers attenuates the water layer reverberations. Multipass

spiking deconvolution provides a statistical estimate of the source wavelet. This

minimum-phase wavelet is then modified to account for a nonwhite reflectivity

spectrum. The low-frequency compressional velocities in conjunction with the

wavelet estimate and an impedance model provide the information necessary to

compute a simplistic synthetic prestack gather. If the resulting traveltimes of the

significant reflections are sufficiently close to the true traveltimes, a linear prestack

inversion (conventional weighted stack) would estimate perturbations relative to the

smooth background. The nonlinear inversion would then adjust this model by

potentially modifying the low frequency velocities and accounting for locally

converted shear waves and interbed multiples.

The implemented approach differs from the initial strategy in that only a

single-iterate linear inversion is applied to the ODR gathers. There are several

reasons for abandoning the true nonlinear inversion for this work. The main

benefits of a reflectivity-based inversion over a linear inversion are the ability to

adjust the low frequency velocities, and the ability to model multiples and converted

waves. Long-period multiples and converted waves are attenuated by the ODR

partial stacking. Gapped deconvolution reduces the energy produced by the shorter

period water-layer reverberations.
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Organization

This dissertation can be summarized as a series of linear inverse problems.

Each chapter leads toward the final linear inversion of the real data. The chapters are

written as separate entities, and hopefully present material which is useful in it's

own right.

Chapter 2 addresses the issue of gapped deconvolution to attenuate the

water layer reverberations. A model-based component is introduced to conventional

predictive deconvolution. Estimates of the seafloor depth and background velocity

allow the gap length of a predictive deconvolution operator to be predicted as a

function of time, space, and angle (ODR) as, gap( t,x,s). Prediction of the gap

permits the use of a short deconvolution filter centered on the predicted gap length.

Short filters are less prone to distort valid geology.

Chapter 3 presents a matched-filter approach for impedance estimation. This

work developed when the initial strategy for the inversion was still being pursued.
A matched filter models seismic data as a superposition of simple interface and thin-

layer reflections. A sparse, blocky impedance model results. The approach is

simple, intuitive, and produces a result which is competitive with other approaches

to impedance estimation. Chapter 3 also discusses the multipass spiking

deconvolution method which is used to obtain a minimum-phase wavelet estimate.

This wavelet estimate is modified to account for a nonwhite reflectivity spectrum.

Chapter 4 develops a fully-automated velocity estimation algorithm which is

used to adjust the background velocity function used for the NMO correction of the

ODR gathers. Velocity information is preserved in the residual moveout of an event

across an ODR gather. The amount of residual moveout implies a velocity

perturbation relative to the known global velocity. Schneider and Backus (1968)

present a method for determining adjustments to the applied stacking-velocity

function based on the residual moveout of events in a CDP gather. Theiralgorithm

is modified to comprehend the ODR geometry. Residual moveout is roughly linear

across an ODR gather. A slant stack algorithm, which makes use of the impedance

estimation method of Chapter 3, automatically estimates the residual moveout of

selected reflection events. These residual moveouts are minimized by a linear
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inversion algorithm. The interval velocity function is parameterized as a set of cubic

B-spline coefficients. Adjustments to the B-spline coefficients are estimated in the

inversion.

Chapter 5 addresses forward modeling of prestack seismic data. The most

popular approach to obtaining prestack synthetic seismograms is to use primaries-

only raytracing where the reflection amplitudes are describedby the exact Zoeppritz

equations. Presented in Chapter 5 are simple synthetic examples which illustrate the
«

breakdown of this type of modeling in the presence of layers which are seismically
thin. A better approach to primaries-only modeling is to use a linearized

approximation to the Zoeppritz equations to describe the reflection amplitudes.

Based on the results of this chapter, primaries-only modeling using the linearized

approximation to Zoeppritz is used as the forward modeling operator in the linear

inversion.

Chapter 6 describes a linear maximum-likelihood inversion algorithm

which is applied to the ODR gathers. The unknown parameters in the Aki-Richards

three-term linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations are the fractional

changes in the elastic properties relative to the smooth background. Apriori

assumptions relate the background shear velocity and density to the background

compressional velocity. The linearized approximation is reformulated so that data

which meet the apriori assumptions exactly can be modeled with a single parameter.

The other two parameters represent perturbations relative to the apriori

assumptions.

The implication for the linear inversion is that the model covariance matrix

is diagonal. The ray-based approach to forward modeling is cast such that it

produces Frechet derivatives comparable to those obtained from reflectivity-based

modeling. The inversion algorithm is applied to a portion of the real data.

Chapter 7 summarizes the results obtained, discusses the strengths and

limitations of the implemented approaches, and presents some directions for future

research.



Chapter 2: Model-based statistical reverberation reduction

Introduction

Effective prestack seismic processing should increase the primary

reflectivity signal-to-noise ratio while preserving and adequately sampling the

variation in reflectivity with offset. Relative variations in primary reflectivity with

offset must be isolated from the myriad of non-target dependent complications. The

objective is to determine the local bandlimited reflectivity with offset which results

from changes in rock properties.

Multiples and surface reverberations are complications which can distort the

apparent primary reflectivity. Multiple reflections between the free surface and

shallower reflectors produce additive, coherent noise that interferes with our view

of the bedding-plane geometry and rock properties. Residual multiple energy can

easily be mistaken forprimary signal. Reverberations and multiples have a more

complicated offset dependence thanprimary arrivals since they are produced by

products of reflection coefficients. Thus, their importance can be highly variable.

CDP stack exploits the difference in normal moveout between primaries and

multiples. CDP stack is the simplest, the most robust, and the most commonly

employed approach to multiple reduction, and can provide 20 dB or more

improvement in signal-to-noise ratio under favorable conditions. The combination

of a judicious inside trace-mute and CDP stack can be quite powerful in attenuating

multiple reflections (Backus and Simmons, 1984).

A second fundamental approach to multiple reduction is the temporal

prediction and subtraction of multiples from the earlier reflections (Peacock and

Treitel, 1969 ). Predictive deconvolution is common, and when properly employed,

is reasonably robust. The prediction-error filter derived from the data

autocorrelation is an approximation to the inverse of the reverberation operator.

Predictive deconvolution methods degrade as the required prediction interval

increases. Backus and Simmons (1984) discuss the sensitivity of predictive

deconvolution to timing errors.

9
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Deterministic methods are model-based generalizations of the prediction

filter design which attempt to incorporate apriori information regarding the

dominant reverberation period and shallow reflectivity into the operator design

(Backus, 1959; Morley and Claerbout, 1979). Multi-dimensional prediction

processes use generalized wave-propagation operators to model and subtract the

multiple reflections in the presence of quasi-flat layering.

Nearly all marine data are subjected to the complementary combination of

predictive deconvolution and common depth point stack. In the shallow marine

case, there is negligible differential moveout between the primaries and the first-

order water-layer reverberations. This limits the effectiveness of stacking in their

removal. In a one-dimensional earth, the period of the reverberations varies with

offset (angle), and time. In the presence of a variable seafloor depth, the

reverberation period also varies as a function of position. This variation in

periodicity limits the effectiveness of conventionalpredictive deconvolution.

Multiple reduction prior to prestack data analysis is particularly troublesome

since the power of a full CDP stack cannot be used. Approaches such as f-k filters

(Embree et al., 1963), and the parabolic Radon transform (Hampson, 1986) are

applied prestack and discriminate on the basis of the differential moveout between

primaries and multiples. These methods typically have problems at the near offsets

where the differential moveout is small.

A deconvolution algorithm is devised which attempts to incorporate the

strengths of statistical deconvolution and the more deterministic model-based

methods. Prestack data are in the form of partial-offset range angle-stacks.

Estimates of the seafloor depth and background velocity are used to model the time,

space, and angle dependence of the reverberation period. Short deconvolution

filters are derived from several time windows of each partial-range stack trace and

applied to each trace in a time-variant sense. Prediction of the gap length allows the

filters to be centered directly on that portion of the autocorrelation produced by the

reverberations. Thus, the chance of removing valid primary energy is reduced.
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Partial-range-stack data

Seismic data acquired in the early 1970's from a Tertiary clastic basin are

available. The data are located in a shallow marine environment. Figure 2.1

displays a common midpoint gather. Various aspects of the data are discussed by

Simmons and Backus (1992), Huston and Backus (1989), and Backus and Chen

(1975).

The approach developed by Todd and Backus (1985) is used to generate

partial-offset-range stacks. The process utilizes a normal-moveout correction with a

single prospect-wide velocity function. Based on the global velocity function, offset

and time-variant mutes are designed corresponding to ranges of common offset-to-

depth ratio (ODR).

Figure 2.2 shows the unstacked ODR's for the CDP gather of Figure 2.1.

The mutes are designed such that there is an equal amount of moveout within each

partial-stack range. There is an increased sampling at the larger angles where the

reflectivity changes most rapidly. The center of each ODR approximates a constant

local incident angle. There is 50-percent overlap between adjacent gathers. Prior to

normal moveout correction, t 2 gain is applied to approximately compensate for

geometric divergence and inelastic attenuation (Claerbout, 1985).

Figure 2.3 shows several partial-range-stack gathers obtainedby stacking

the corresponding CDP gathers. The signal-to-noise ratio is increased without

sacrificing the offset-dependent information. Water-layer reverberations are not

adequately attenuated by the stacking because of the shallow water depths. Residual

moveout is approximately linear across an ODR gather. A significant portion of the

energy showing residual moveout are the water-layer reverberations.

Insight into the nature of the reverberatory energy is provided by examining

autocorrelograms of the data in Figure 2.4. The design window for the individual-

trace autocorrelations is from 1.2-1.7 s. The average two-way traveltime in the

water is approximately 90 ms at normal incidence. Consequently, the first-order

reverberation occurs near 1.29 s on ODR 1. The variation inreverberation period

with angle is readily apparent as residual moveout which increases with angle.

Periodicities which show little moveout with angle are presumably due to



Figure 2.1: Typical CDP gather from Offshore Area One (OA-1).
Gain proportional to t applied.
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Figure 2.3: ODR gathers from CDP’s 20-24 of Line 17. The ODR

gathers increase in angle from left to right (ODR 1 to ODR 6).
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Figure 2.4: Autocorrelograms of the ODR gathers from Figure 2.3.
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nonrandom geology. Residual moveout is the main criterion for multiple

identification.

Partial-offset-range stacking provides some attenuation to those events

having substantial differential moveout. Water-layer reverberations are not

adequately attenuated. Huston (1987) shows that reverberation reduction is required

to improve the data agreement at the line intersections. Wood (1988) notes that

residual multiples are a problem on ODR 1 even after predictive deconvolution.

Prior approaches to deconvolution

Chang (1983) attempted to exploit the ray parameter periodicity ofmultiple

reflections by applying predictive deconvolution in the T-p domain. The results

were promising particularly at the smallerray parameters. The deconvolution results

degraded at the larger p values due to the lack of statistics in the autocorrelation

estimates. Further processing in the T-p domain has not been pursued primarily

because of the numerical artifacts generated in performing the plane-wave

decomposition.

ODR stacking is an inexpensive method for exposing angle-dependent

information. Todd (1986) argues that the dominant characteristic of the

reverberations is the change in reverberation period with surface location. At target-

zone depths, the change in reverberation period with offset (angle) is a second-

order effect. Thus, his rationale for applying individual-trace gapped deconvolution

prior to partial-range stacking. Todd emphasized the development of a robust

processing sequence, and the qualitative exposure of offset-dependent reflectivity.

Individual-trace gapped deconvolution prior to ODR stacking is sufficient for this

purpose.

Huston (1987) performs a more quantitative analysis of the data by

examining the degree to which the prestack data agree at the line intersections.

Individual-trace gapped deconvolution is applied to the partial-range stacks.

Potential benefits of deconvolution after partial stacking may be due to the balancing

of reverberation amplitudes and the exclusion of wide-angle energy from the

autocorrelation design. Deconvolution after stacking may produce inferior results
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because of the reduced stationary in reverberation amplitude due to the time-variant

attenuation produced by the stacking. Time-variant changes in reverberation period

and amplitude due to averaging across a range of surface positions may also

account for poor results. Despite these potential pitfalls, Huston found that data ties

at the line intersections are much improved after deconvolution.

Huston also illustrated the superiority of a shorter deconvolution filter. The

criterion of goodness is the isolation of energy showing substantial residual

moveout in the prediction error (deconvolved data). A longer filter (180 ms versus

80 ms, with a 60 ms gap) removes valid primaries and does relatively more harm

than good (Huston, 1987). Autocorrelation estimates contain information about

valid primary events as well as thereverberatory components of the multiples. Long

deconvolution filters are more prone to distorting the primary reflectivity. Short

filters designed solely from the reverberatory portion of the autocorrelation should

be less susceptible to deconvolving true geology.

Reverberation characteristics and algorithm design

The reverberation period varies with time as well as with angle. A single
deconvolution operator designed from, and applied to, each trace comprehends a

single reverberation period. If the autocorrelation design window is large, the filter

is designed to remove an average reverberation period. A short deconvolution

operator is preferred to ensure that distortion of the primary reflections is

minimized.

The time, space, and angle dependence of the reverberation period can be

explicitly incorporated into the deconvolution design. Schneider and Backus (1968)

interpret residual moveout as a linearized perturbation invelocity. They derive an

expression relating the residual (differential) moveout of a reflection event (after

NMO) to perturbations in the applied stacking velocity. Equation (1) from

Schneider and Backus (1968) relates residual moveout to a velocity perturbation as

{xf-Xf)( 1 I'l
—

-5 r- ,
(l

p 21 V V 2
o y true app y
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where T
p

is the arrival time difference between offsets X
}

and X,,
with X

]
> X-,

t 0 is the normal incidence arrival time, V
app

is the applied stacking velocity, and

is the true stacking velocity. Note that if = then Tp - 0.

Equation (1) can easily be modified for data in the form of ODR stacks. A

constant local-incidence angle corresponds to a constant offset/depth ratio which is

based on the laterally-invariant background velocity. Let the offset/depth ratio be

expressed as

Substituting this expression into equation (1)

1 l_)
p It V 2 V 2

o y ’ true app y

(2)

Assuming straight raypaths, the depth corresponding to a particular normal-

incidence time is

(3)

Equation (3) gives an expression for the residual moveout as a function of

ODR. The apparent residual moveout of the first-order water-layer reverberation as

a function of time, angle, and spatial position can be estimated from equation (3)

given the background velocity function and an estimate of the seafloor depth. The

background velocity function used for normal moveout is V
triu ,

and the stacking

velocity for the reverberation is given as V
.

Figure 2.5 shows the predicted residual normal moveout as a function of

time and ODR forreverberations from a water layer with an 85 ms two-way

traveltime and an interval velocity of 1500 m/s. The lines show the predicted
residual moveout for a particular t 0 as a function of ODR (angle). Variations in

arrival time across ODR indicate changes in the reverberation period with respect to

o =

*

z

Z _

Kjo
2

Equation (2) becomes
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Figure 2.5: Predicted reverberation period as a function of two-way normal

incidence traveltime, to, and ODR. The estimated reverberation periods
are for data which have been NMO corrected using the global velocity
function of Todd (1986). The assumed two-way traveltime in the water

is 85 ms.
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the applied velocity function. The reverberation period varies as much as 25 ms

across an ODR gather. Note that the change in period for a given to is greatest at the

late times. For t 0 greater than I.ls, the change in period across an ODR gather is

approximately uniform. This suggests that the design and application of separate

filters for early and late record times may be appropriate.

Prediction of the reverberation period provides an automated, deterministic

way to incorporate an angle, time, and midpoint dependent gap into conventional

predictive deconvolution as, gap(i},t,x). The midpoint dependence is simply the

variable water depth. Simmons (1987) found that the reverberation period is also

dependent on spatial location since the two-way traveltime in the water varies from

70 to 90 ms over the prospect. These estimates are obtained by timing the first-

water layer reverberation from autocorrelograms of a substack of the near traces

from common shot records.

The time dependence is incorporated by designing deconvolution filters

from four time windows along each ODR trace. Filters are designed for time

windows centered at 0.8, 1.1, 1.4, and 1.7 s. The length of the autocorrelation

centered about these times is 0.6 s. Each of the four filters is applied independently

to the original data. The deconvolved output is constructed by interpolation. The

output data at times less than 0.8 s, and greater than 1.7 s, is obtained solely from

the filter constructed from these time windows. At all other times, the deconvolved

output is produced by linear interpolation of the appropriate copies.

Ensemble averaging is achieved by averaging the autocorrelations from a

given time-angle window over a number of midpoints. The normal equations

provide the least-squares estimate of the prediction-error filter. The result is a time

varying deconvolved output in which the filters vary smoothly and predictably as a

function of time, angle, and space (midpoint).
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Field data results

Figures 2.6-2.10 show the results of applying the deconvolution algorithm

to real data. Ensemble averaging over five CDP's is used to improve the statistics in

the autocorrelation estimates. White noise of 0.001 percent is added to the

normalized autocorrelations. A 15 point (60 ms) filter is designed from that portion

of the autocorrelations centered on the predicted reverberation period.

Figure 2.6 shows the original data, deconvolved data, and the predictions

(reverberatory energy) for the ODR gathers from the five CDP's seen in Figure

2.3. Strong reverberations are obvious at times of approximately 1.05 s, and 1.6 s.

The reverberation at 1.6 s extends across all ODR's and is well behaved.

Reverberations at 1.05 s, and 1.16 s are strongest on ODR 1 and decay in strength
with increasing angle.

The interpretability of the data is much improved after deconvolution. The

most noticeable improvement is between 1.5 - 1.8 s where the reverberations are

strongest. An event at 1.76 s is much more coherent and easily recognizable as a

primary reflection. A weaker event is now apparent in the deconvolved data.

The predictions are predominantly composed of energy having relatively

large residual moveouts. However, notice the events occurring at roughly 1.43 s,

and 1.53 s. These events show residual moveout on ODR's 1-3, but tend to flatten

on ODR's 4-6. The succeeding trough and following peak show the differential

moveout associated with reverberations. This rather peculiar moveout relationship

is not adequately comprehended by the deconvolution. Consequently, a component

of small moveout energy appears in the prediction error on ODR's 4-6.

Figures 2.7 to 2.9 display a larger portion of the line. A flat gas/water

contact occurs at 1.45 s on CDP's 45-65. A thin layer filled with gas occurs at

approximately 1.735 s on CDP's 35-65. The structural high is to the right. Thirty

ODR gathers are shown. The original data, deconvolved data, and predictions are

shown in Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, respectively.

The event at occuring at 1.05 s on CDP 26 is modified by the deconvolution

particularly at the middle of the section. The strong reverberation at 0.64 s on
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CDP's 27-28 is attenuated to apparently uncover a primary reflection which can be

correlated across the section. There is also an apparent primary at 1.53 s on CDP

55 which is enhanced by deconvolution. Relatively strongreverberations are

apparent in the predictions. High-amplitude reflectors in the shallower section

produce strong reverberations in the 0.7-1.1 s time range.

Figure 2.10 compares selected deconvolution results with results obtained

using the deconvolution design of Huston (1987). Huston's design consisted of a

single operator applied to each trace. The filter length is 80 ms with a 60 ms gap

length. For the three CDP's Figure 2.10 shows the observed data, deconvolved,

and predicted data for the two methods.

In general, the results obtained are similar. The flat-spot and bright-spot

reflections are treated similarly by the two approaches. There are some differences,

however, between the two methods. Apparent primaries at 0.85 s and 0.95 s on

CDP 45 are more obvious after the variable gap deconvolution. Huston's operator

predicted slightly more reverberatory energy below 1.7 s particularly on CDP 45.

Discussion

Timing errors in the estimate of the reverberation period limit the success of

conventional gapped deconvolution and statistical methods which are designed to

attack longer period multiples (Tsai, 1981). True model-based deconvolution

operators have shown little success since the model of the multiple-generating

mechanisms is usually in error. Multi-dimensional operators fail to comprehend the

variations in the reflectivity of the multiples produced by 3-D dip and curvature of

the bedding planes.

Incorporation of a deterministic gap length into conventional predictive

deconvolution relaxes the stringent requirements of accurate modeling of the

multiples. The estimated gap is clearly an approximation to the true reverberation

period at a particular t, $, x. There is a mixing of reverberation periods inherent in

obtaining the ODR stacks due to the partial stacking of a CDP gather. The seafloor

depths used to estimate the reverberation period are based on a locally flat-layered

earth. Hyperbolic moveout is assumed in evaluating equation (3). The background

velocity function is taken to be laterally invariant.
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In standard production processing, it is typical to use a single gap length

and relatively long deconvolution filters. Longer filters are prone to distort the

primary reflections. Prediction of the gap permits the use of a relatively short filter.

We employ a filter which is 60 ms in length. If a shorter filter were used, a more

accurate prediction of the gap would be required. The filter should be long enough
to encompass the reverberatory energy and to absorb the above mentioned

approximations.

Time-variant deconvolution is sometimes used to deal with the non-

stationary convolutional effects in the seismic trace. This approach is prone to

signal destruction when small data samples (short time gates on a single trace) are

used for the autocorrelation estimates. Various forms of ensemble averaging are

used to improve the statistics and to produce an apparent white reflectivity

spectrum.

Residual moveout is the main criterion for identifying reverberations in the

ODR gathers, and for evaluating the performance of deconvolution. This moveout

criterion is valid when the primaries are properly corrected for NMO. There are

other areas in the dataset where the primaries are overcorrected. Consequently, the

reverberations may show little or no moveout since the generating primary is

overcorrected.

Summary

Simple predictions of the water-layer reverberation period approximately

incorporate the time, angle, and spatial dependence of water-layer reverberations

into conventional gapped deconvolution. Enhancements to the approach may prove

useful, and the current implementation is not perfect by any means. Longer-period

multiples associated with shallow gas accumulations are not handled adequately.

The proper approach to gain treatment remains an issue. Spillover of mute-zone

energy can contaminate the autocorrelations particularly at the lower frequencies.

The approach does allow the use of relatively short deconvolution filters.

Shorter filters are less prone to removing components of the autocorrelations

produced by primary reflections.



Chapter 3 - A matched-filter approach to impedance
estimation

Introduction

An accurate impedance model is of interest in the interpretation of stacked

seismic data. Considerable research has gone into attempting to extract relative

changes in earth properties from stacked seismic data. The classical deconvolution

approach of N. Wiener provides the best least-mean-squared-error estimate of

impedance for a linearized model (small reflection coefficients), and Gaussian

distributed signal and noise (Turin, 1957). This method is a direct inverse method

which attempts to estimate the impedance directly from the data.

Recursive trace-integration (Lindseth, 1979) and layer-stripping methods

(Goupillaud, 1961; Robinson, 1978) are also direct inversion algorithms. These

methods require careful processing of the data. The processed data shouldrepresent

only the subsurface reflectivity variations. In practice, this goal is often not met.

Gray and Symes (1985) discuss some of the problems encountered.

Indirect methods assume a forward-modeling operator which relates the

unknown earth model to the data. An initial earth model is adjusted in an iterative,

and hopefully logical, manner until a good fit between the modeled response and

the data is achieved. Bamberger et al. (1982), Cooke and Schneider (1983),

Gelfand and Lamer (1984), and Brae et al. (1988), describe this type, or closely

related, algorithms. These methods require that the starting model be linearly close

to the true model.

Minimum entropy deconvolution (Wiggins, 1977) and sparse-spike

inversion (Oldenburg et al., 1983) are approaches which attempt to recover a

sparse, blocky impedance model. These approaches attempt to reproduce the data

with a limited number of simple interface reflections.

Stacked data can be modeled as a superposition of thin layer and simple-

interface responses. The thin-layer responses can vary in apparent layer thickness.

This parameterization allows a sparse representation of the data. Matched filtering is

29
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used to determine if a selected event can best be modeled as a simple interface, a

low-impedance layer, or a high-impedance layer. A specified number of events are

selected based on their amplitudes and modeled independently. A dataresidual is

maintained by restricting the numberof reflectors per second available for the

model. The method can readily accommodate a time-space variant wavelet, and a

variety of other features.

One-dimensional processing (each trace modeled independently) produces

an impedance model. Two-dimensional processing constrains the impedance

variations to follow the specified stratal geometry.

Forward modeling: The convolutional model

The convolutional model is perhaps the simplest forward model used to

represent seismic data. In the convolutional model, the seismic trace, d(t ), is

modeled as the convolution of a seismic wavelet, w(t), with the subsurface

reflectivity, r(t). The seismic wavelet is the waveform which would be recorded

for a reflection from a single reflecting boundary (a simple interface) in the

subsurface. The reflectivity represents the idealized noise-free seismogram which

would be recorded if the seismic wavelet were an impulse. The seismic trace is

represented as

where n(t) is additive noise. The seismic trace is a noisy, filtered version of the

subsurface reflectivity. The impulse response of the filter is the seismic wavelet.

The seismic trace can be viewed as a superposition of N scaled and shifted

seismic wavelets which have amplitudes and arrival times corresponding to the

reflection coefficients. The modeling equation is expressed as

Each wavelet contributing to the seismic trace is weighted by the reflection

coefficient, R
t

and located at two-way traveltime, Ti .
Transmission losses and

multiple reflections are neglected.

d(t) = r(t)*w(t) + n(t), (1)

= S /?
«

(2)
«=i
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Consider the seismic data shown in Figure 3.4. Regardless of the actual

phase of the seismic wavelet, there are reflection events which resemble, to first-

order, the seismic wavelet and it's time derivative. A rational extension to equation

(2) is to represent a seismic trace as a superposition of thin layer and simple-

interface reflections as

The term in brackets represents the reflectivity series of a thin layer. The top of the

thin layer has a reflection coefficient of /?., occurs at time T., and the layer has a

two-way time thickness of At,.. The seismic response of a very thin layer is the

time derivative of the seismic wavelet. The polarity of the time-differentiated

wavelet is dependent on whether the thin layer is low impedance (/? < 0), or high

impedance (R > 0). Simple-interface reflections are described by the reflection

coefficient Rj ,
and two-way traveltime T).

Representation of the data

In the matched-filter algorithm, a trace is modeled as a superposition of

simple interfaces, high impedance layers, and low impedance layers. The

impedance models, reflectivity sequences, and seismogram basis functions used to

model the data are shown in Figure 3.1. The leftmost trace shows the response of a

simple-interface reflection produced by an impedance increase. The seismic

response is simply a scaled version of the seismic wavelet. The data can also be

modeled as high-impedance or low-impedance layers which range in thickness from

2 to 30 ms (Figures 3.1 b and 3.1c, respectively). The seismic response of a thin

layer resembles a scaled version of the time derivative of the seismic wavelet. In the

case of a thin layer, the scaling, or amplitude modification, is a function of the

apparent bed thickness (Sengbush et al., 1961; Widess, 1973).

In Figure 3.1 we can consider three layer thickness ranges for the assumed

seismic wavelet. For layers with At > 30 ms, the top and base of the layer are well

d(l) = - rt ) - w(t -tt -At,)]
"« (3)

+ X R
yw^_Ty) + "W-
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Figure 3.1: Basis functions used in the impedance estimation.

a) Impedance models for simple interface and thin layers
b) Reflectivity sequences c) Seismic response. The vertical

line at the right indicates 50 ms.
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resolved. For At < 4 ms, the seismic response is very nearly a scaled version of the

time derivative of the wavelet. At these layer thicknesses and for a reasonable

signal-to-noise ratio, changes in layer thickness are indistinguishable from

impedance changes. For time thicknesses of 6 ms < At < 30 ms, the waveform

variations provide a basis for separating layer thickness changes from impedance

changes when we have a good approximation to a single layer embedded in a

homogeneous medium. Note that the set of basis functions can be readily

expanded.

Figure 3.2 shows a portion of a real seismic trace. Consider the largest

amplitude event on the trace which is the peak occurring at approximately 1.71 s.

Potentially, this peak can be the main lobe of a simple-interface reflection indicating
an impedance increase, the main peak of a high-impedance layer response, or the

main peak of a low-impedance layer response. For the specified wavelet, the

portion of the data neighboring the indicated peak appears to be best represented by

one of the low-impedance layer responses. Note that we assume a polarity opposite

to the SEG sign convention in that an impedance increase is indicated as a peak.

The inverse problem

The matched-filter algorithm recursively builds a model of a seismic trace

one event at a time. However, it differs from top-down layer stripping algorithms in

that events are selected and modeled based on their absolute amplitude. A matched

filter decides which type of event, simple interface or thin layer, best models the

selected event.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the one-dimensional matched Filter. A portion of a real

data trace is shown as the vector at the right. This trace is scanned to find the

largest signed absolute amplitude. The selected peak at 1.71 s can potentially be one

of the peaks of the basis functions seen in Figure 3.1. If the selected event were a

trough, then the event could potentially be one of the troughs of a reversed polarity

version of the basis functions. The basis function peaks are time aligned with the
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Figure 3.2: Example illustrating the matched-filter algorithm. A portion of

a real data trace is shown at the right. The basis functions are time

aligned with the indicated peak. The amplitudes of the basis

functions are scaled such that the peaks have the same amplitude
as the indicated event. The zero-lag crosscorrelations of the basis

functions with the data are shown to the left. The basis function

with the maximum crosscorrelation is selected as the best-fit event.
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selected event and are shown graphically in Figure 3.2. The layer responses are

scaled such that the peaks have the same amplitude as the selected event in the data.

A matched-filter approach determines which of the basis functions best

models the selected event. We simply compute the normalized zero-lag

crosscorrelation of the time-aligned and scaled basis functions with the data. The

normalization factor used is the square root of the zero-lag autocorrelation of the

basis functions. This approximately accounts for the fact that the basis functions

have varying lengths.

Note that although the significant events are selected based on the amplitude

of a single time sample, surrounding trace values are used in the crosscorrelation

estimates. The basis function which shows the highest correlation is selected as the

synthetic response which best models that event. The normalized correlation of each

of the basis functions with the data is shown on the left in Figure 3.2. The best

match is obtained for a low impedance layer which is 16 ms thick.

The best-fit basis function is then subtracted from the original data to

produce a data residual. This data residual is used as the input trace to the next

modeling iteration. The data trace is scanned for the largest absolute amplitude, and

the matched-filter algorithm determines the best-fit basis function. The process is

repeated a specified number of times. The predicted data is constructed an event at a

time by simply adding the individually modeled (inverted) events. The original peak

amplitude, traveltime, layer thickness, and basis function type for all modeled events

is saved to construct the composite impedance model.

If the modeling and subtraction of an event increases the data residual, this

modeled event is discarded. In addition, a sparse model is maintained by imposing

the condition that modeled events are not allowed to overlap significantly with

previously modeled events. This condition guarantees that there will be a non zero

data residual after the inversion is complete.
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Wavelet estimate

A wavelet estimate is required for the matched-filter algorithm. Sicking

(1981) showed that spiking deconvolution results can be improved through the use

of multiple deconvolution passes. The windowing effect implicit in computing an

autocorrelation introduces errors in whitening the spectrum. The deconvolved signal

will not be white since the amplitude spectrum of the input as seen by the filter is not

the true spectrum of the signal. Multipass spiking deconvolution amplifies the

frequencies which are not sufficiently amplified on the previous pass.

A single averaged autocorrelation is obtained from the traces seen in Figure

3.4 a over the time range of 0.8-1.7 s. The average autocorrelation is used to design

a 25 point (100 ms) spiking deconvolution operator. The filter is applied to the data.

The deconvolved dataare then used to design a new autocorrelation estimate.

Another spiking filter is designed and applied to the data. Three deconvolution

passes are applied. The spiking filters from each pass are convolved to produce a

composite filter. The wavelet estimate is the inverse of the composite filter.

Figure 3.3 displays the wavelet estimate produced by the multipass

deconvolution. This wavelet is certainly not the true source wavelet, but is rather an

estimate of the effective seismic wavelet. We note that this minimum-phase wavelet

is in error at least to the extent that the actual reflectivity is non-white.

Real data example

Figure 3.4 a shows a portion of Line 17. Conceptually, the data resemble a

stacked seismic section except that the angle of incidence is approximately 26° (ODR

2) (Todd and Backus, 1985; Huston and Backus, 1989). Gapped deconvolution has

been applied in order to attenuate the water-layer reverberations. The area is

offshore, and the geologic section is a young Tertiary sand-shale sequence.

Structural control is provided by a series of growth faults. The rollover anticline

serves as the trapping mechanism for oil and gas accumulations. Backus and Chen

(1975) analyze several of the producing zones in terms of direct hydrocarbon
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Figure 3.3: Seismic wavelet estimates and their amplitude spectra,
a) Minimum-phase wavelet estimate b) Wavelet modified for

a nonwhite reflectivity spectrum.
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indicators. A gas/brine contact is apparent as an unconformable flat-spot at

approximately 1.45 s. The most striking feature is a classical bright-spot at

approximately 1.72 son CDP's 35-65 which is interpreted as a54 foot (11 ms two

way traveltime) gas sand.

Figure 3.4 also shows the results of applying the single-channel algorithm
to the data of Figure 3.4a. Each trace is independently modeled (inverted) with a

maximum of 30 events (simple interfaces or thin layers) spanning the time range of

0.7-2.0 s. Figure 3.4 shows the observed data (left), predicted or modeled data

(center), and the data misfit. The data misfit is the difference between the observed

and predicted data.

Modeled events which produce an increase in the data misfit are rejected.

This accounts for the apparent discontinuities in the modeled data such as the region

on CDP 30 at 1.82 s. This event-rejection option is by no means inherent to the

algorithm and may or may not be used depending on the desired application.

In general, the data are modeled quite nicely. The data misfit is 7.8 dB

down relative to the input data. A striking feature in the datamisfit is the error in

modeling the bright spot. The modeled trough occurring at approximately 1.7 s on

CDP 50 is larger in amplitude than the observed data. This may suggest an error in

the apriori assumptions regarding wavelet phase (minimum phase), layer thickness

(2 ms sampling), and/or that the impedance contrasts at the top and base of the layer

are not equal in magnitude and opposite in sign.

Figure 3.5 displays the impedance models derived from the inversion

obtained simply by taking the time integral of the composite reflectivity series.

Black represents low impedance and white high impedance. These data have had a

low-cut filter applied to reduce the low frequencies introduced by the time

integration.

The impedance profiles are well behaved considering that each trace is

modeled independently. The flat-spot reflection (FS) is marginally indicated by an

impedance increase near 1.45 s on CDP's 45-65. The bright spot (BS) is modeled

as a low-impedance thin layer which thins downdip. The estimated layer thickness

is approximately 16 ms. Backus and Chen (1975) estimated a thickness of 11 ms
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from well data. The low impedance layer constrains the polarity of the wavelet

estimate. If the wavelet were of opposite polarity, then the bright spot would be

modeled as a high-impedance layer. High-impedance layers are indicated in the

shallower section (0.8-1.2 s) and can easily be correlated as a function of midpoint.

High-impedance layers are also indicated in the deeper section on the flanks of the

anticline. Low-impedance layers are suggested on the crest where several

accumulations of hydrocarbons are present (Backus and Chen, 1975; Catto, 1980).

Nonwhite reflectivity

There exists an ambiguity between wavelet phase and reflectivity. An

infinite number of combinations of the two can reproduce the data equally well.

Apriori knowledge is required to reduce the ambiguity.

The matched-filter algorithm assumes a sparse earth model. Recursive

spiking deconvolution estimates the spectrum of the seismic trace. Spiking

deconvolution then assumes that the wavelet is minimum phase, that the earth's

reflectivity is white, and provides no informationregarding wavelet polarity or

wavelet magnitude.

The example shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 uses the white reflectivity

assumption. There exists evidence, however, that the earth's reflectivity is better

represented as a 'colored' time series. Recent studies have shown that the earth's

reflectivity is better represented as a 'blue' time series which is deficient in the

lower frequencies (Rietsch, 1983; Walden and Hosken, 1985; Walden and Nunn,

1988). Walden and Hosken (1985) state that a global prior for the earth's

reflectivity is a 3 dB/octave increase. This is also compatible with the well log data

for Offshore Area One (Wang, 1990).

The effect of a nonwhite reflectivity series on the estimated minimum-phase

wavelet can be seen by examining the problem of spiking deconvolution. Assume

that a seismic trace can be represented in the frequency domain as

S = W R + N.
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If the noise N is negligible, the trace spectrum S*S is the product of the wavelet

spectrum, W*W, and the reflectivity spectrum, R*R, where * denotes complex

conjugate. If R*R is a constant (white reflectivity), then the spectrum of the seismic

wavelet is simply the spectrum of the seismic trace as, S*S=W*W. The

conventional spiking deconvolution filter can then be computed as

Nonwhite reflectivity causes spiking deconvolution to confuse the

contributions to the trace spectral shape from the wavelet and the reflectivity. The

trace autocorrelation includes a nonwhite component of the reflectivity. The spiking

filter becomes

A nonwhite reflectivity spectrum can be treated as a modification to the minimum-

phase wavelet estimate. A 3 dB/octave increase in the reflectivity spectrum

corresponds to the square root of the derivative operator as R(cu) = V~ico. From

the sign convention used in the Fourier transform, the associated phase shift is

-45°. The modification filter corresponds to the square root of the integration

operator as R" 1 (co) = = .
The associated phase shift is 45°.

V-ico

Figure 3.3 also shows the wavelet estimate assuming a blue reflectivity.

This modified wavelet is obtained by convolving the minimum-phase wavelet with

a truncated time-domain version of the modification filter. The modified wavelet has

an amplitude spectrum which is of slightly lower frequency, and a phase spectrum

which is shifted by 45° relative to the minimum-phase wavelet.

The 45° phase shift can be deduced empirically using the apriori

information that the bright spot is a single thin layer. A phase shift of -45° applied

to the minimum-phase wavelet forces the wavelet to be asymmetric. The response

of the bright spot, which is a thin layer, would then be symmetric. The bright spot

reflection appears asymmetric in the data. A 45° phase shift, however, produces a

wavelet estimate which is more nearly symmetric as seen in Figure 3.3. The thin

F(co) =
IKmW
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layer response of a symmetric wavelet is asymmetric since the response resembles

the time derivative of the wavelet.

This modification to the wavelet estimate is corroborated by considering the

inversion results of the bright spot reflection. Figure 3.6 shows the observed data,

predicted data, data misfit, and impedance models obtained using the minimum

phase and modified wavelet estimates. The estimated layer thicknesses are smaller

since the modified wavelet is lower frequency. The modified wavelet produces a

striking decrease in the data misfit.

RESULTS ASSUMING A NONWHITE REFLECTIVITY

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the results of applying the 1-D matched filter

assuming a 'blue' reflectivity spectrum. The wavelet estimate is shown in Figure

3.3. The data misfit is reduced using the modified wavelet (8 dB down). There is

now little error in modeling the apex of the bright spot. Coherent energy remains in

the data misfit particularly on the downdip flank of the anticline. The strong

reflectors at approximately 1.1 s at CDP 1 are not modeled well by the sparse

parameterization.

The impedance models correlate well as a function of midpoint. Note that

the bright spot is estimated to be roughly 10-12 ms thick. Based on this evidence

and our apriori knowledge about the reflectivity spectrum, we assume that a 45°

phase shift and an amplitude modification consisting of a 3 dB/octave decrease

applied to the estimated minimum-phase wavelet is appropriate for the data at our

current level of understanding.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the inversion results using the minimum phase
and modified wavelet estimates. The real data shown is the bright-spot
reflection from Line 17. a) Observed data b) Predicted data

c) Data misfit d) Impedance models. The vertical bar indicates

100 ms.
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Multichannel matched filtering: 2-D algorithm

The 1-D algorithm models each trace independently. A weakness of single-

channel processing is that it fails to explicitly incorporate the fact that the data are

related as a function of midpoint. The geology, or bedding-plane geometry, relates

the data laterally. The matched filter can be extended to two dimensions by using

the specified stratal geometry to control the event selection and modeling process.

The stratal geometry is determined for a large number of events. In this instance, an

event refers to a particular phase of a waveform (peak or trough) which can be

mapped as a function of midpoint. Thus, each of the basis functions may be

mapped as more than one event. Trace amplitudes associated with the interpreted

stratal geometry provide the domain from which the most significant events are

selected and modeled. The actual seismic traces are used in the matched-filter

process.

The multichannel matched-filter models one event at a time as a function of

midpoint. A single event-type (basis function) is selected using a correlation

summed over a range of midpoints. The stratal geometry determines the time

alignment of the basis functions as a function of midpoint. The most significant

events are selected from the domain of events whose stratal geometry has been

determined. Various strategies can be employed to handle the amplitude scaling. In

the example shown, trace amplitudes corresponding to the smoothed stratal

geometry are used.

Events are again prevented from overlapping to ensure a nonzero data

misfit. The data misfit is expected to be larger than in the 1-D examples since a

single layer thickness is assigned to each event.
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Example

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the results of applying the 2-D algorithm.

Events are selected from the mapped events and modeled with a single basis

function (event type and layer thickness). However, the amplitudes of the selected

basis function vary based on the trace amplitudes produced by the estimated stratal

geometry.

The data misfit is larger than in the 1-D case since the problem is

parameterized with fewer degrees of freedom. However, these results indicate the

degree to which the observations depart from the smooth stratal geometry.

Major features of the data are well modeled. This model is much sparser

than in the 1-D case. The high amplitude reflections in the shallow section (0.8-1.2

s) are not well modeled.

Figure 3.10 shows the impedance model. These results tend to agree with

the 1-D results seen in Figure 3.8. The 2-D impedance model is better constrained

laterally. The bright spot is represented as a low-impedance layer which is 16 ms

thick. Most of the events below 1.5 s are modeled primarily as low-impedance

layers. Meanwhile, the shallower section is modeled as a sequence of high-

impedance layers. This is quite interesting and may be related to differing

lithologies and depositional facies. Todd (1986) noted a marked difference between

the background AVO responses of the shallow and deep sections.

Discussion

The primary intent of the matched-filter algorithm is to produce an initial

impedance model which can later be modified by an iterative inversion. The matched

filter provides a simple, intuitive approach to estimating a sparse impedance model

which can be interpreted in its own right.

In general, there is an ambiguity regarding the seismic wavelet and the

impedance. There are an infinite number of combinations of seismic wavelets and

impedance models which will reproduce the data equally well. This ambiguity can be

resolved only through the use of apriori information. Wavelet polarity is constrained
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by well data which suggests that the bright spot is a low-impedance layer. An

assumed 3 dB/octave increase in the reflectivity spectrum is based on a global prior,

and reduces the ambiguity regarding wavelet phase. The sparse earth model

assumption and the parameterization of the impedance as interfaces and thin layers

reduces the size of model space. The requirement that the impedance contrasts at the

top and base of the layers be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign furtherreduces

model space. The results obtained are meaningful, interpretable, and geologically

plausible. The results must be interpreted, however, with the simplifying

assumptions in mind.

It is interesting to note that to correct the result of conventional spiking

deconvolution for data which have a 3 dB/octave increase in the reflectivity

spectrum, we need to apply a V- ico operator. 2-D Kirchhoff migration also

requires a square root of the derivative operator. The general effect on the seismic

waveform of conventional spiking deconvolution when R is blue, is similar to the

wavelet blurring involved in the old migration-sum approaches, except that the 45

degree phase shift is in the opposite sense.

The 2 ms sampling in layer thickness is rather coarse and is by no means

inherent to the algorithm. It is most unlikely that a constant phase of 45° is correct

for the effective time-invariant wavelet. The modification for nonwhitereflectivity is

the simplest perturbation to the wavelet estimate which can be introduced based on

apriori information. A time-variant seismic wavelet can be easily incorporated into

the matched filter. Wavelet estimates can be obtained for several time windows.

Interpolation of these basis wavelets incorporates the time dependence.

The predicted seismograms agree with the observed data to a greater extent

than the estimated impedance profiles agree with the well data. The impedance

profiles do reliably model major features of the data such as the zones of known

hydrocarbons. Naturally, the detail seen in the logs is not apparent in the impedance

profiles. Despite this disagreement, the data are reproduced remarkably well with the

sparse model.

The sparse nature of the earth model is acknowledged to be incorrect for the

data. The extent to which a simple earth model reproduces the real data is important.
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The data misfit can be interpreted in the context of perturbations relative to the

simple initial model. Inversion (modeling) algorithms can then be complicated in a

logical fashion to account for the remaining misfit.

Coherent energy in the data misfit suggests the need for more basis functions

and/or a different seismic wavelet. As noted earlier, the basis functions can easily be

extended to comprehend a wider range of reflectivity sequences.

A useful application of the algorithm may be in detecting lateral variations in

a target reflector. The 2-D filter can be designed over an area where the layer

properties are known, or away from potential hydrocarbon zones. The predicted data

can then be extrapolated into the regions of interest. Theresulting datamisfit

provides the information on the lateral variations. Wood (1988) made a cursory

attempt at subtracting the background reflectivity to isolate the hydrocarbons as

anomalies.

Visual comparison of the observed and predicted data can be quite

misleading in evaluating the performance of an inversion algorithm. All of the

examples show comparable degrees of data reproduction when viewed in this

context. A much more stringent and informative measure is the data misfit. The data

misfit shows the extent to which the assumed model parameterization is appropriate

forrepresenting the data and should always be examined.

A much more worrisome result than a non-zero data residual is a solution

which fits the data exactly. For a given inverse problem, the data can be reproduced

exactly given enough free parameters. Such is sometimes the case in simple trace

integration, and in some overparameterized iterative-inversion algorithms.

The typical stacked seismic trace having a 40 Hz bandwidth can be well

reproduced (-40 dB data residual) with about 80 constant time-thickness layers per

second, and a single time-invariant seismic wavelet. However, such a perfect match

produces a noisy model, so some approach is usually provided to ensure a

reasonable data residual, and an improved model parameter estimate.

In the classical maximum-likelihood approach of Wiener, the impedance

estimate is obtained by application of a filter which contains the inverse of the
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wavelet, W(co) ,and a smoothing operator. The filter is most easily described in the

frequency domain as

where S 2 (co) and N2 (co) are signal and noise spectra. The compromise between

model resolution and variance is achieved by the smoothing operator.

In this matched-filter approach, we achieve this compromise by using a

parsimonious model parameter set. The best approach is dependent on the actual

model statistics. A particular non-Gaussian model distribution might qualify our

approach as preferred. The generally blocky impedance model does seem to have a

broad aesthetic appeal among geophysicists and geologists. We can perhaps hope

that the blocking might reduce the nugget effect for the wireline logs.

Summary

The matched-filter approach to impedance estimation is quite simple and

efficient. The assumption that a stacked section can be modeled as a superposition of

simple interface and thin layers is quite different from the parameterization assumed

in more conventional algorithms. The set of basis functions used to model the data is

by no means complete, but is a step beyond the simple-interface assumption.

Characteristics of the subsurface reflectivity determine which of the two

parameterizations may be more suitable. However, there is virtue in representing the

data with a sparse model parameterization. The simplicity of the algorithm suggests

that it may be a useful tool in obtaining an initial impedance model. The fact that a

sparse parameterization ensures that there will be a non-zero data misfit also may

provide an opportunity for modifying the simplifying assumptions in a logical

fashion.
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Chapter 4: One-dimensional velocity estimation as a linear

inverse problem

Introduction

Estimation of the depth structure of potential oil and gas reservoirs is one of

the most significant problems in exploration geophysics. Accurate depth mapping

requires detailed knowledge of the overburden velocity which controls the time to

depth conversion. Prestack depth migration places stringent demands on the

velocity accuracy to obtain a well-focused migrated image. Prestack inversion also

demands accurate velocity information since compressional-wave velocity is the

major parameter needed to correct for transmission and the most important variable

for controlling reflectivity.

Conventional velocity analysis assumes a locally one-dimensional earth

composed of plane horizontal interfaces separated by constant velocity layers (Dix,

1955). Hyperbolic moveout is assumed and the stacking velocity is taken as equal

to the root-mean-square velocity. Stacking velocities are commonly derived from

semblance and/or constant -velocity-stack analyses (Taner and Koehler, 1969). The

interpreter selects areas of high energy in the velocity-time panel corresponding to

inferred primary events to define the stacking velocity function. Dix's equation is

used to convert the stacking velocity to interval velocity. Unrealistic, or physically

unrealizable, interval velocities may result due to violent slope changes, or errors,

in the velocity-time picks. The interpreter may then refine the stacking velocity

estimates by imposing smoothness in a subjective way until reasonable interval

velocities result.

More meaningful velocity estimates can be obtained from analyseswhich

allow for non hyperbolic moveout. Lateral velocity variations produce reflection

traveltimes which cannot be approximated as hyperbolic. Traveltime inversion

attempts to produce an earth model of seismic velocities and reflector depths that is

in agreement with the observed traveltimes. The earth model is commonly

parameterized as discrete cells (Bishop et al., 1985), or as smoothly varying

54
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functions separated by discrete reflection interfaces (Finn, 1990). The degree to

which the observations can be reproduced with a reasonable earth model is largely

dependent on the validity of the earth model parameterization and the forward

modeling algorithm.

Theoretically, traveltime inversion is capable of providing better velocity
estimates than analyses based on hyperbolic moveout. However, the particularly

taxing problem of acquiring the traveltime estimates has prevented its widespread
use. Other methods have been presented which avoid traveltime picking; however,

the underlying earth models are assumed to be relatively simple (Sherwood et al.,

1986).

Despite the rather obvious limitations, one-dimensional velocity analysis

remains an important part of the typical seismic processing sequence. Conventional

velocity analysis is cast as a linear inverse problem. An initial velocity model is

adjusted to account for the residual normal moveout of a specified numberof

reflection events. The velocity function is parameterized by cubic B-splines. The

residual moveout estimates of selected events, relative to the initial velocity model,

are obtained automatically without the explicit picking of traveltimes.

Residual normal moveout is interpreted as a linearized perturbation to the

applied stacking velocity. The functional form of the residual moveout is adapted

from that given by Schneider and Backus (1968) and their expressions are modified

to consider data in the form of ODR stacks (Todd, 1986). Frechet derivatives are

required, and are the expected changes in residual moveout for a change in a

particular B-spline coefficient. A maximum-likelihood solution adjusts the initial

background velocity model by finding updates to the B-spline coefficients which

predict the measured residual moveouts.
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Model Parameterization

The cubic B-splines presented by Inoue (1986) describe the low-frequency
interval velocity. A weighted sum of cubic-polynomial basis functions represents

the interval velocity as a function of time. The domain is divided into AT regions.
Basis functions are equally spaced over the time interval T = 0... The B-spline

representation is given as

where V.
ml (t) is the interval velocity profile. The Gaussian-like basis function,

F(t), is located at times T.. The B-spline coefficients, c,., are the amplitudes of the

basis functions and have the same units as the function being fit. Each coefficient is

only active locally within the model.

Note the similarity between equation (1) and the simple stationary
convolutional model used to represent seismic data. The B-spline coefficients, c

i ,

play the role of the reflection coefficients, the basis function F(t) is analogous to

the seismic wavelet, and V.
M (t) represents the seismic trace.

Figure 4.1 shows the reference interval-velocity function represented as a

weighted sum of nine B-spline coefficients. The number of basis functions

influences the resulting smoothness in the velocity profile.

The data

ODR gathers are produced by applying a sequence of offset-time variant

mutes to NMO-corrected CMP gathers. A single laterally invariant velocity function

is used for NMO. The center of each offset-time window approximately

corresponds to a constant local incidence angle. A stackof the data within each

offset-time window produces a trace which has a constant local incidence angle,

and a constant offset-to-depth ratio (ODR). Todd (1986), and Huston and Backus

(1989) explain the ODR process in more detail.

NT+3

V
iJ<)=l,clF{t-T: ), (1)

t=l
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Figure 4.1: B-spline representation of the global interval-velocity function.

The basis functions are equally spaced in traveltime and superpose to

construct the velocity function.
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Figure 4.2 b shows an ODR gather. The local incident angle increases from

left to right. Perturbations to the applied stacking velocity function are indicated by

events which show residual moveout as a function of angle. Residual moveout for a

particular reflection event is approximately linear across an ODR gather (Todd,

1986).

A linear inversion requires an explicit form of the data misfit vector. For

velocity estimation, the data misfit is a measure of the residual normal moveout for

selected events. Traveltime picking of some sort is involved in acquiring the

residual moveout estimates. The ODR stacks are more amenable to automatic

estimation of the residual moveouts due to the increased signal-to-noise ratio and

the fact that the residual moveout is approximately linear.

Residual moveout estimation

In the dynamic correlation approach (Schneider and Backus, 1968), residual

moveout estimates of selected events are related to perturbations in the applied

stacking velocity function. Schneider and Backus obtain residual moveout estimates

through the crosscorrelation of two traces in a CDP gather. Stark (1986) uses

picked traveltimes in his implementation. Under the assumption of hyperbolic

moveout, a more robust procedure would use the entire suite of traces to obtain a

single measure of the residual moveout for that event..

Traveltime picking is involved in obtaining the residual moveout estimates;

however, the picking is done implicitly. Events are selected and modeled using a

matched filter. Matched filtering of the modeled event with the ODR data over a

range of linear dips yields an estimate of the residual moveout. Figures 4.2 and 4.3

review the procedure.

The reference trace is scanned for the maximum absolute amplitude within a

specified time range. ODR 2 is taken as the reference trace since ODR 1 may still

contain some residual multiple energy (Wood, 1988). A matched filter determines

the typeof event (simple interface or thin layer) which best models the portion of

the reference trace which surrounds the selected event (Chapter 3). The seismic



Figure 4.2: Example of event modeling using the matched-filter

algorithm of Chapter 3. a) Best-fit model of the event on ODR 2

of the real data in b. b) Real ODR gather c) Modeled event

extrapolated across ODR to be used in the slant-stack of the

real data in d to estimate the residual moveout.
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wavelet is a minimum-phase estimate obtained statistically from the data and

modified for a blue reflectivity spectrum. The modeled event occurring at 1.72 s on

ODR 2 is shown in Figure 4.2a.

The modeled event is extrapolated across the other ODR traces (Figure
4.2c). This angle-independent reflection serves as a very simplistic prestack model

for the selected event.

Estimates of the residual moveout are obtained using the modeled event as a

matched filter. The residual moveout of the modeled event varies from -15 ms to 15

ms in 1 ms increments. These values represent the residual moveout relative to

ODR 2 (the reference ODR). Note that only the moveout of the modeled event

varies. For each residual moveout, the zero-lag crosscorrelation of the modeled

event (Figure 4.2c) with the real data (Figure 4.2d) measures the similarity between

the two. An example of a residual moveout scan is shown in Figure 4.3. The

maximum agreement between the modeled and real data occurs at a residual

moveout of 4 ms.

Correcting for residual moveout

The matched filter is a robust method for estimating theresidual moveout of

selected events across an ODR gather. Given these estimates, a time-variant

remapping corrects the data for the residual moveout.

Assume that the data are to be corrected for the measured residual

moveouts. Moveout estimates are obtained for each of the selected events. These

values represent the moveout between the reference ODR (ODR 2) and ODR 6.

These moveout values imply residual moveout estimates on each of the ODR traces,

for each event j as, T(j, .). The T(j, #,) represent the input times for the

remapping. Since the data are to be corrected for the measured residual moveouts,

the output times are represented as fi
ref ), where i}

ref
is the reference ODR. The

times of the selected events are the control points for theremapping. Each input

trace is dynamically stretched/squeezed based on the interpolation given by the

remapping.
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Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show a real data example. The velocity function of

Todd (1986) is used for the NMO correction. Residual moveout estimates for 9

events are shown in Figure 4.3.

In this example, the time-variant remapping for each trace is based on the

measured residual moveouts. Figure 4.4 shows the original and corrected data. A 1

ms sampling is used for the interpolation. Remapping flattens the selected events.

Linear interpolation handles the data which occur between the selected events.

This simple remapping is effective at flattening the selected events. The

corrections, however, are empirical and cannot be interpreted in the context of a

velocity model. A more satisfying approach is to adjust the smooth velocity model

used for the NMO correction to account for the residual moveout. Residual

moveout can then interpreted in terms of perturbations in the applied stacking

velocity. The initial residual moveout estimates, and the moveout estimates

predicted by the updated velocity model now control the remapping.

THE INVERSE PROBLEM

Maximum-likelihood inversion adjusts the initial velocity model to account

for the residual moveout of the selected events. The initial model is assumed to be

linearly close to the true model. The linearized problem relates the model parameter

updates to the data with the Frechet derivatives.

The linearized problem can be cast in matrix form as

where d contains the residual moveout estimates for the selected events, Am

contains the unknown adjustments to the B-spline coefficients which describe the

smooth reference velocity model, and G is the matrix of Frechet derivatives. The

matrix equation is simply a system of linear equations which is solved for the model

parameter adjustments.

Given specification of the noise in the data as uniform and uncorrelated, the

maximum-likelihood solution for a linear inverse problem is (Tarantola and Valette,

1982)

G Am = d, (2)
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Figure 4.3: Residual moveout scan corresponding to the modeled
event seen in Figure 4.2. The maximum value of the slant stack,
which is the zero-lag crosscorrelation, gives the residual moveout

estimate. Residual moveout estimates are shown for 9

events in the real data of Figure 4.2 (lower panel).
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Figure 4.4: Example of the remapping used to correct the selected events

for residual normal moveout. The observed ODR gather is shown at the

left, and the adjusted gather is shown at the right.
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(3)

where the model update Am= mnew - nio, and mo denotes the apriori model.

The data variance, a] ,
describes the errors in the data. The model covariance

matrix, Cm, describes the uncertainties in the apriori model. The diagonal terms of

Cm contain the expected variance of each parameter about its current value. Off-

diagonal terms describe the correlations between the different parameters.

Data representation

Schneider and Backus (1968) interpret residual moveout as a linearized

perturbation in velocity. They derive an expression relating the residual

(differential) moveout of a reflection event to perturbations in the applied stacking

velocity. Schneider and Backus (1968) relate residual moveout to a velocity

perturbation as

where T is the arrival time difference between offsets X
;

and Xi 9 with X
}

> X,,

t 0 is the normal incidence arrival time, V is the applied stacking velocity, and

V
tnu

is the true stacking velocity. Note that if T= 0, then = V

Equation (4) can easily be modified for data in the form of ODR stacks. A

constant local incidence angle corresponds to a constant offset/depth ratio. Let the

offset/depth ratio be expressed as

Substituting this expression into equation (1)

(5)

Assuming straight ray paths, the depth corresponding to a particular normal-

incidence time is

Am = [G TG + c^C;1 ]"
1

G T d.

(X*-X?)' 1 1
T -i- (4)
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Equation (5) becomes

(6)

Equation (6) gives an expression for the residual moveout as a function of

ODR for a particular velocity function. If V
w

< V
lrue ,

the event is overcorrected and

T < 0 (negative residual moveout).

Equation (6) is the forward modeling operator which gives the expected

change in the data (residual moveout), for a perturbation in the initial velocity
function (B-spline coefficient). Equations (5) and (6) can be manipulated further to

directly solve for V
tnie given V and measurements of the residual moveout

(Schneider and Backus, 1968).

The G matrix

Cubic B-splines represent the interval velocity as a function of time. The

residual moveout of selected events as a function of time for a given CDP is the data

misfit. Updates to the initial B-spline coefficients are the unknown model

parameters. The Frechet derivatives are the expected change in the residual moveout

corresponding to a perturbation in each B-spline coefficient.

The components of the G matrix are simply

where j = l...#events
,
i = 1...NT + 3, 7. represents the residual moveout as given

by equation (6) for each event j, and c
t

denotes a particular B-spline coefficient.

Residual moveout is measured relative to the ODR 2 and ODR 6. The partial

derivatives are computed numerically.
The interval-velocity function produced by a perturbation in coefficient c

t

is

computed numerically and is used to obtain the corresponding RMS-velocity

z _

2

1/2 t
f
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function. Equation (6) then gives the expected change in the residual moveout

estimates for each perturbed velocity function.

Figure 4.5 shows the G matrix for the case of 9 events and 23 B-spline
coefficients. Perturbations in the spline coefficients outside the data window at early
times introduce a DC component to the residual moveout estimates. Notice that

traces 2-5 are essentially identical except for their amplitudes. The G matrix is

lower triangular if organized as in Figure 4.5.

Model Covariance as a smoothing filter

The inverse model covariance matrix, Cj ,
is interpreted directly as a

smoothing operator which has non zero off-diagonal terms (Squires and Cambois,

1992; Finn, 1990). The inverse model covariance matrix is composed of the

weighted integral of the derivatives of the basis functions. As a result, smoothing is

introduced and control on the interaction between B-spline coefficients is imposed.

In general, C'1 is designed to minimize a weighted combination of the first

and second derivatives of the basis functions. Minimizing the first and second

derivatives suppresses unnatural oscillations in the B-splines and controls the

curvature of the resulting function.

In general, seven B-spline basis functions contribute to represent the data at

each node x
r

Consider the basis function centered at 1.2 sin Figure 1. There are six

other basis functions which overlap this one. For a particular node, n, contributions

to the damping matrix D are

where F and F are the first and second derivatives of the basis functions in

equation (1). Analytical expressions are available for the derivatives (Inoue, 1986).

The constants £
x

and e 2 weight the contributions of the two terms. D contains the

correct relative covariance between the B-splines for the selected £
x

and e
2.

The inverse model covariance matrix is a scaled version of D as

D(/i+i,/i+;) S
» (8)

*=o y=o <=o y=o

oJ<£ =/®. (9)
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Figure 4.5: The G matrix for the velocity estimation algorithm. Residual

moveout estimates exist for reflection events located at the traveltimes

indicated by the circles. Each column of G shows the expected change

in residual moveout for a perturbation in a single B-spline coefficient.
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with the elements of the diagonal matrix p defined as

The magnitude of the diagonal elements of decreases for coefficients located at

increasing times. The weights c, , which are the coefficients of mO, attempt to bring

the diagonal elements into balance.

The solution to the least-squares problem is now

D controls the model smoothness. A suitable selection of e
l

and e 2 prohibits
unrealistic oscillations in the estimated velocity model. Appropriate values are

determined by trial and error considering the corresponding data fit and model

reasonableness. This approach to D constrains those model parameters which are

poorly illuminated by the data. Squires and Cambois (1992), and Finn (1990)

report superior results using this approach as compared to results obtained assuming

a diagonal model covariance.

Results

The velocity estimation algorithm is evaluated on seismic data from

Offshore Area One (OA-1). A portion of a dip line (Line 17) is shown in Figure

4.6. These data resemble a stacked section except that the local angle of incidence

is 26 degrees (ODR 2). Several hydrocarbon-producing zones occur at the apex of

the anticline and have been discussed in detail by Backus and Chen (1975), and

Catto (1980). First-order sources of lateral velocity variations are produced by deep

hydrocarbon accumulations (Huston, 1987), and shallow gas (Simmons and

Backus, 1992).

Nine events are taken as the reference events for the residual moveout

analysis and are indicated. Water-layer reverberations have been attenuated using

the approach discussed in Chapter 2. Each reference event is modeled

independently on each trace as a simple interface or thin layer. Matched filtering is

performed over a range of linear moveouts from -15 ms to 15 ms in 1 ms

diag(Pi) =c, . (10)

Am = [G TG + /3D]"'G T d. (11)
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increments over ODR traces 2-6. ODR 1 is discarded due to the fact that residual

multiple energy may remain after the gapped deconvolution (Wood, 1988).

Figure 4.7 shows the residual moveout estimates for each of the events as a

function of CDP. Moveout estimates which are non zero indicate that the applied

stacking velocity function should be modified. The moveout estimates are

reasonably well behaved as a function of midpoint. The shallowest five events tend

to be under corrected (positive residual moveout), which indicates that the true

velocity is lower than the the global function (applied velocity). Event 9, which

corresponds to the bright spot, is overcorrected off production (CDP’s 1-45).

Shallower gas at 1.45 s (flat-spot reflection) produces a velocity pushdown

causing the bright spot to be under corrected on CDP's 45-55. Notice that event 8,

which occurs roughly 70 ms earlier than event 9, is under corrected across the line.

The velocity inversion is applied independently to each CDP. Twenty B-

splines are equally spaced over the time range from 0 to 2.0 s. Estimated residual

moveouts of the nine events on each CDP are the data which drive the inversion. In

equation (8), e 1 and e 2 are set to 0 and 100, respectively. As a result, D restricts

the curvature (second derivative) of the updated velocity function.

B-spline coefficients which represent the smooth global velocity function

are adjusted in a single step using equation (11). The updated coefficients attempt to

account for the residual moveout of the reference events.

Figure 4.8 shows the updated velocity functions displayed as perturbations

relative to the global interval-velocity function. The data are displayed as a function

of midpoint and normal-incidence traveltime. An apparent low velocity zone occurs

across the section from 1.3-1.6 s. Higher velocities are indicated in the deeper

section from 1.7-2.0 s. The bright-spot reflection tends to be overcorrected by the

global velocity function. Thus, higher stacking velocities are required to align this

event.

The apex of an inverted V-like feature is apparent near CDP 49. This

pattern is produced by the traveltime delays caused by a shallow gas accumulation

(Simmons and Backus, 1992). The impulse response of these anomalies at a

constant angle (ODR) appears as an inverted-V which widens with time (depth).
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Figure 4.7: Residual moveout estimates before and after velocity
refinement for Line 17. Events 1-9 are indicated in Figure 4.6.
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The inverted-V's also widen with increasing angle. At points in CDP-time space

where the time delays are seen on ODR 2, the reference events are delayed relative

to the larger angles. Consequently, the events may appear overcorrected implying
that a higher stacking velocity is needed to flatten the events.

The velocity profiles vary smoothly with time. Discontinuities occur

laterally near CDP's 8, 26, and 60. The residual moveout estimates of the

reference events change sign near CDP 7 on events 4-8. Thus, the velocity

perturbations also change sign in order to account for the residual moveout.

However, considering that each CDP is processed independently while assuming a

locally one-dimensional earth, the results are quite interpretable laterally.

Associated with the adjusted velocities are predicted residual moveout

estimates for the reference events. The updated velocities are used as V in

equation (6). The slope relative to ODR 2 of the computed T(j, #.) gives the

predicted residual moveout estimates which are referenced to ODR 6.

The refined residual moveout estimates are shown in Figure 4.7, and are the

difference between the measured and predicted moveouts. In general, the lower

frequency components have been accounted for by the velocity updates. The

residual moveout of events 1-6 are significantly reduced. There is still a substantial

low frequency component remaining in the residual moveouts of events 8 and 9.

These events are closely spaced in time and have residual moveouts which are

opposite in sign over most of the section. The B-splines have difficulty accounting

for this high frequency fluctuation.

Mispicks in the moveout estimates are now more readily apparent. Events 3

and 4 have the largest number of likely mispicks as indicated by the extremely high

frequency variations.

Residual moveout information shown in Figure 4.7 is also conveyed in the

ODR gathers seen in Figure 4.9. Shown for selected CDP's are the original (A),

measured moveout corrected (B), and the velocity adjusted (C) gathers. Consider

the gathers corrected for the measured moveouts (B). The extent to which the

reference events are flattened, indicates the accuracy of the moveout estimates.

Events 2 and 3 on CDP 10 are flattened reasonably well. Linear interpolation
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adjusts the event at 0.75 s. Note that the moveout of event 3 is not linear (A). A

positive residual moveout is apparent on ODR's 1-4, but the trend flattens on

ODR's 5 and 6. As a result, event 3 becomes overcorrected on ODR's 5-6.

This nonlinear moveout pattern is also apparent for the bright spot reflection

(event 9) on CDP 50. The event is under corrected on ODR's 1-4, and

overcorrected on ODR's 5-6. Since ODR 2 is the reference ODR for the matched

filter, ODR's 3 and 4 dominate since a positive moveout is estimated. Since linear

moveout is implicitly assumed, the event appears overcorrected after adjustment.

The updated velocity profiles predict residual moveouts for the reference

events. Input control points for the remapping are the measuredresidual moveouts.

Output control points are now the refined residual moveout estimates (difference

between the measured and predicted moveouts). An independent time-variant

stretch/squeeze of each ODR trace remaps the data from A to C. Linear interpolation

produces the time adjustments for each ODR trace.

The moveout corrections are no longer purely empirical but are now tied to a

velocity model. Event 4 on CDP 50 shows improved alignment over that seen in B.

The measured moveout is in error. This is probably due to the fact that the

waveform changes drastically on ODR's 5 and 6. This error does not affect the

velocity estimation since it remains in the refined residual moveout (Figure 4.9).

The updated velocities nicely align the event at 0.9 son CDP 60. As indicated in

Figure 4.9, the bright spot remains slightly overcorrected.

Figures 4.10 - 4.13 show the results for Line 15. Line 15 is located 1 km

from Line 17. The 9 reference events are marked. Those reference events from Line

17 which can be unambiguously correlated are used as reference events on Line

15.

Figure 4.11 shows the initial residual moveout estimates. Events 1,2, and 4

are undercorrected by the global velocity function. The pattern of the residual

moveout for events 8 and 9 is quite similar to that ofLine 17. Increased positive

moveouts on CDP's 40-65 are produced by the gas located at approximately 1.45 s

(the flat spot). Note that this effect is not seen on event 6 which is shallower than

the flat-spot reflection.
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Figure 4.11: Residual moveout estimates before and after velocity
refinement for Line 15. Events 1-9 are indicated in Figure 4.10.
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The adjusted velocities are shown in Figure 4.12. These velocities are very

similar to those of Line 17. An apparent low velocity zone occurs from 1.3-1.55 s

on CDP's 15-65. The onset of this low velocity zone is quite abrupt. Higher
velocities occur above and below this region.

The modified velocities produce residual moveouts which are also shown in

Figure 4.11. In general, the low frequency components of the residual moveouts

are accounted for. Again, the spline coefficients cannot completely comprehend the

relationship between events 8 and 9. Thus, there is a significant low frequency

component remaining in the updated residual moveouts.

Figure 4.13 compares selected ODR gathers from Line 15 before and after

the residual moveout corrections (measured and predicted) are applied. Consider

event 3 on CDP 50. A residual moveout of - 15 ms is measured. Actually, this

event is only slightly overcorrected (A). Since the measured moveout is in error, a

seriously undercorrected event results in B. Gather C resembles the original gather

for this event. The erroneous moveout measurement does not appear to significantly

bias the velocity estimate. Figure 4.11 shows that the pattern of the moveouts for

event 3 on CDP's 45-50 is essentially the same before and after adjustment.

The flat spot reflection occurs at approximately 1.45 s on CDP's 40, 50,

and 60. This event is not explicitly included in the velocity estimation. The moveout

adjustments are controlled primarily by surrounding events 7,8, and 9. On CDP

40, the trough at 1.45 s is essentially flat, while the following peak is under

corrected (C). At CDP 50, both the trough and peak are under corrected.

Meanwhile at CDP 60, the peak is flattened while the trough is overcorrected. This

illustrates the ambiguity between AVO and NMO when dealing with seismically

thin layers.

The moveout pattern of the bright spot (event 9) is quite confusing.

Residual moveout on the order of -4 to -6 ms remains after the velocities are

adjusted. Diffractions from the growth fault also disrupt the moveout relationships

on CDP’s 50 and 60.
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As a final example, the velocity estimation algorithm is applied to data from

Line 11. Line 11 parallels Lines 15 and 17, and is located 2km from Line 15.

Figure 4.14 displays the ODR 2 data and shows the reference events. Huston

(1987) notes that the Line 11 has the largest data misties at the line intersections

which are produced by deep hydrocarbons.

Figure 4.15 shows the initial residual moveout estimates. Events 7 and 8

show a very different appearance than on Lines 15 and 17. Event 7 is quite similar

to event 8, although the moveouts are smaller in magnitude. The change from

negative to positive residual moveouts is quite dramatic. Shallower stacked

hydrocarbon reservoirs produce residual moveouts as large as 15 ms for these

events.

The updated velocities are seen in Figure 4.16. On CDP 43 from 1.3-2.0 s

there is a striking change in velocity. Down dip of this change a low velocity zone

is evident from 1.3-1.55 s. A very high velocity region occurs from 1.7-1.95 s.

These high velocities are necessary to account for the large negative moveouts for

event 8. The large positive moveouts on events 7 and 8 from CDP's 43-65 produce
the low velocities. Huston (1987) predicts interval velocity perturbations on the

order of 7-9% in this region. Similar perturbations are indicated in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.15 shows the refined residual moveout estimates. The magnitude

of the residual moveout is decreased for events 1 and 3, but is increased for event

2. Event 2 is overcorrected, while events 1 and 3 are under corrected. The

inversion reduces the residual moveout of events 1 and 3 at the expense of event 2.

Most dramatic is the reduction in residual moveout of events 7 and 8. Since the

initial residual-moveout patterns of these events is quite similar, the associated

velocity perturbation is relatively low frequency. Thus, the B-splines are able to

account for this residual moveout.

The suite of ODR gathers forLine 11 are shown in Figure 4.17. The major

lateral velocity variation at CDP 43 (Figure 4.16) is quite apparent on the gathers

(A). The bright spot reflection is overcorrected down dip, and under corrected up
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Figure 4.15: Residual moveout estimates before and after velocity
refinement for Line 11. Events 1-8 are indicated in Figure 4.14.
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dip. After velocity refinement, the data are much better aligned particularly where

there are hydrocarbons.

Several events illustrate a fundamental ambiguity between NMO and AVO.

Consider the event at approximately 1.47 son CDP 20. The trough appears to be

aligned reasonably well, but the preceding peak is clearly overcorrected. The trough
at 1.7 son CDP 60 is approximately aligned, while the following trough is

overcorrected. Meanwhile on CDP 50, the peak is aligned while the following

trough is overcorrected. The reflection response of a thin layer may not be properly

aligned by the correct stacking velocity because of offset-dependent tuning and

amplitude effects. Asa result, it may be possible to align the peak or the trough of

a thin layer response, but not both.

Discussion

The dynamic correlation method is event oriented. Residual moveout

estimates of selected events are used to adjust the applied stacking velocities.

Velocity adjustments occur at the normal-incidence times of the selected events. The

conventional result is an adjusted velocity profile which has step functions

superimposed on the smooth background (Schneider and Backus, 1968; Stark,

1986). To monitor a velocity change laterally, the same events must be selected

from CDP to CDP. The B-spline parameterization introduces a desirable

smoothness to the velocity profiles. Because of the smoothness, the requirement

that the same events be used when moving from CDP to CDP can be relaxed.

Matched filtering over a range of dips (moveouts) assumes that the residual

moveout is linear across the ODR gathers. Amplitude variability of an event is

considered implicitly. Stronger events will contribute more to the crosscorrelation

controlling the residual moveout estimate. The relative lack of spurious high

frequencies in the residual moveout estimates suggests that the event-modeling

slant-stack approach is robust.

The angle-independent event modeling inherent in theresidual moveout

estimation is rather crude. Amplitude variations, and changes in apparent thin-layer

thickness, with angle are neglected. Also neglected is the variation in the effective
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seismic wavelet as a function of angle. Incorporation of these effects is not

necessary for our application. The simple approach employed leads to robust and

interpretable estimates of residual moveout.

The velocity inversion is sensitive to the choice of events included. The

results from Lines 15 and 17 show that the residual moveouts of events 8 and 9

cannot be completely comprehended. These events are closely spaced in time and

theresidual moveouts are roughly equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. As a

result, the slowly varying splines cannot adjust quickly enough to account for this

high-frequency fluctuation. If only one of these events had been included, the

measured moveout could have been predicted to a much more satisfying degree.

The number of B-spline coefficients affects the frequency content of the

velocity profiles. In general, the larger the number of B-splines, the higher the

potential frequency content in the model. However, there is some upper limit above

which the B-splines are controlled primarily by D and not by the data since the data

to be inverted at each CDP are sparse in time. Experimentation using 40 B-spline

coefficients produced results which were not significantly different than those

presented herein.

The approach for adjusting the time alignment of the ODR gathers based on

the updated residual moveout estimates is approximate. If we can assume that the

one-dimensional earth assumption is valid, we neglect the change in the ODR stack

response which would be produced if the updated velocity function were used for

NMO prior to the partial stacking. Since the residual moveout corrections are small

(+/- 15 ms maximum) this effect is second order. It is also desirable to apply the

moveout corrections directly to the ODR gathers since gapped deconvolution is

applied in ODR space as a preprocessing step.

A potential source of noise in the residual moveout estimates lies in trace-

independent event modeling. Events are modeled, as simple interfaces or thin

layers, independently for each specified event on each CDP. Rapid variations in

event type assigned to the same reflection as a function of midpoint may map into

rapid variations in residual moveout. Should this type of noise be a problem, event

modeling can be implemented with lateral constraints imposed. Two-dimensional
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event modeling assigns a single impedance model to an event as a function of

midpoint.

Residual moveout measurements from each of the reference events are

equally weighted in the velocity estimation (constant cr
d ). The current

implementation can possibly be improved by using a variable o
d

based on the

amplitude of the crosscorrelations or some similar measure.

A fundamental limitation of the approach is that a locally one-dimensional

earth is assumed. Each ODR gather is processed independently. However, one-

dimensional processing can provide information regarding the two (or three)

dimensional nature of the velocity and the validity of the one-dimensional

assumption. Significant coherent patterns in the adjusted residual moveouts

suggest a breakdown of the one-dimensional assumption. Relaxing the one-

dimensional earth assumption and incorporating lateral velocity variations into the

algorithm would undoubtedly produce more meaningful velocity estimates as

clearly shown by the analysis of Huston (1987).

Despite this limitation, the method provides a fully-automated approach to

velocity analysis. Smoothing is incorporated implicitly by the B-spline

parameterization. Actually, some degree of lateral smoothing does occur since the

reference reflection events correlate as a function of midpoint. The resulting velocity

perturbations will vary laterally to the degree that the residual moveout

measurements vary laterally. This approach is more sensitive to velocity

perturbations than conventional semblance, or constant velocity stack, methods

since these approaches are usually sampled quite coarsely in velocity. The refined

residual moveouts provide a direct measure of the accuracy of the adjusted

velocities.
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Summary

One-dimensional velocity estimation based on the hyperbolic moveout

assumption is cast as a linear inverse problem. Residual moveout estimates of

selected events are used to estimate perturbations of the laterally invariant

background velocity function. Residual moveout across an ODR gather is

approximately linear. An event-modeling matched-filter algorithm estimates the

residual moveouts. Cubic B-splines represent the velocity function and are

modified by a single iterate of a maximum-likelihood inversion to account for the

residual moveout.

The updated velocities improve the time alignment of the data in the ODR

gathers. The velocity updates correlate well laterally, especially considering the fact

that each ODR gather is processed independently. It should be recognized that

these results are only approximate. More theoretically correct velocities can be

estimated only by removing the restrictive assumption of laterally invariant velocity

in the overburden within the region traversed by the CDP gather. This lateral

variation can be partially accommodated while mantaining the hyperbolic moveout

constraint. The potential improvement should be especially important in attempts to

use amplitude versus offset.



Chapter 5: AVO modeling and the locally converted shear-

wave

INTRODUCTION

Seismic data contain information regarding the phase and amplitude of the

various seismic events. The phase information is carried in the traveltimes. The

phase versus midpoint describes the stratal geometry of reflectors, while the phase

versus offset is controlled by the long-wavelength velocity model. Amplitude and

waveform changes as a function of midpoint indicate the presence of relative

impedance variations. Variations in amplitude and waveform with offset (angle) are

controlled by changes in the earth's elastic parameters.

Ostrander (1984) provided real-data examples where the presence of gas

caused reflection amplitudes to increase with offset. Since then, amplitude-versus-
offset (AVO) analysis has become common. Routine AVO analysis is simply a

weighted stack of the data (Wiggins et al, 1984; Smith and Gidlow, 1987). The

weights are functions of the local incidence angle. The direct outputs of such

analyses are estimates of the zero-offset reflectivity (intercept) and the gradient

(slope). The gradient indicates how the reflection amplitudes vary with offset. The

forward model implicit in these methods is based on a linearized approximation to

the Zoeppritz equations (Aki and Richards, 1980).

Successful applications of AVO have been presented where the method is

applied in a prediction-error sense. Parameters are designed based on data where

hydrocarbons are not expected. Thus, the presence of hydrocarbons is detected as

an anomaly. Chiburis (1987), and Smith and Gidlow (1987) present examples

where AVO is used successfully in this manner. In these implementations, AVO is

interpreted in a qualitative sense.

Forward modeling can be useful in an attempt to match the observed data. The

procedure involves perturbing the model parameters until the main features of the

real data are produced. Many forward-modeling algorithms are available which

vary in accuracy and computational requirements. Since AVO methods typically

90
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assume a locally one-dimensional earth, ray-tracing and reflectivity methods are

suitable. However, reflectivity methods, while being more theoretically exact, are

much more computationally intensive.

Ray-tracing methods for AVO analysis are most common. Many of these

methods consider only the primary (P-wave) reflections at each interface. The

Zoeppritz equations are usually used to obtain the reflection-transmission

coefficients. These partial responses are suitable when relatively thick layers are

modeled. In the presence of thin layers, primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling can

produce incorrect results.

Our goal is to reduce some of the misconceptions involved when modeling the

AVO response of thin layers. We begin by examining the synthetic seismic

response of a sandstone reservoir which contains gas, oil, and brine. The locally
converted shear wave has a first-order effect on the prestack seismic response.

We then address the issue of prestack modeling under the primaries-only

Zoeppritz assumption. The importance of including the locally converted shear

wave is illustrated on simple synthetic examples of a single thin layer embedded in a

homogeneous medium. In the presence of thin layers, locally converted shear

waves have a major impact on the seismogram. Primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling

fails to accurately model the true seismic response. A more accurate representation

of the data is obtained from primaries-only modeling using a linearized

approximation to the Zoeppritz equations to describe the reflection coefficients. As

more modes of propagation are added to the primaries-only Zoeppritz synthetics,

the seismogram converges to the true solution given by a reflectivity method.

Burnett (1990) analyzed the seismic amplitudes and AVO response of an

assemblage of thin layers. A recent discussion (Juhlin, 1992; Burnett, 1992) further

examined the AVO response of these data. In the original work, a reflectivity

method modeled the AVO response, which was seen to decrease in amplitude with

offset. In the more recent discussion, primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling indicates

an amplitude increase with offset. We reproduce their results and compare them

with the seismograms generated by a reflectivity method.
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The linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations is preferred for

primaries-only modeling of a thin layer. We illustrate the breakdown of primaries-

only Zoeppritz modeling as a function of layer thickness for a simple earth model.

We then show that the nature of the linearized approximation accounts to first

order for the locally converted shear waves.

Reflectivity modeling

Reflectivity methods model the exact seismic response for a horizontally

stratified medium. We make use of a commercially available program, SOLED

(Sherwood et al., 1983; Geophysical Development Corporation). SOLID provides

the response for a stack of homogeneous, isotropic layers. Each layer is described

by the compressional-wave and shear-wave velocities, density, thickness, and P-

wave and S-wave attenuation factors. Included in the reflectivity response are all

conversions between P- and S-waves, variations in reflection-transmission

coefficients with angle of incidence, and all multiple reflections.

The resulting seismogram is equally sampled in offset and time. Vertical-

displacement seismograms are shown in all examples, unless noted otherwise, and

the seismic wavelet is a 30-Hz Ricker wavelet. Since the source is an outward

impulse in displacement, the reflection from a simple interface is symmetric. All

models are recorded without a free surface.

Ray-trace zoeppritz modeling

Raytrace synthetic seismograms are often used to model prestack seismic

data. A main difference between ray tracing and reflectivity methods is that not all

modes are implicitly accounted for by ray tracing. Individual modes can be modeled

by explicitly computing the appropriate traveltimes and reflection coefficients.

We use the Zoeppritz equations for particle displacement to calculate the

reflection-transmission coefficients for each plane wave. Again, the earth properties

(P- and S-wave velocities, density, layer thickness) vary only with depth. The

Zoeppritz equations provide the reflection-transmission coefficients and phases
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upon reflection at a solid-solid boundary as a function of angle. The synthetic

seismogram is obtained by convolution with the specified wavelet. Cosine

weighting produces the vertical-displacement seismograms.
Many applications of Zoeppritz ray-based modeling include only the primary

reflections at each interface. We also consider the single-leg shear wave (PPSP and

PSPP), double-leg shear-wave (PSSP), and P-wave reverberations within the

layer (Figure 5.1). Not accounted for are reverberations involving mode

conversions. These events could be included. However, as more and more events

are included we approach the results given by the reflectivity method. Amplitude

decay produced by geometrical divergence is included following the approach of

Newman (1973).

Ray-trace modeling with the linearized approximation

Aki and Richards (1980) present a linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz

equations. This approximation, and other similar ones, are popular in amplitude

versus offset studies. The Aki-Richards linearized approximation for a solid is

(1)

R(f>) is the particle-displacement reflection coefficient of the primary

reflection as a function of local angle The average elastic properties across the

interface are p, a, and (3, where p = density, a = compressional-wave velocity,

and (3 = shear-wave velocity. The fractional changes in elastic properties are

R{&) =Ra + A sin 2
+ ssin2

tan
2 with

ifA£
+

A«)
2\ P oj

= and
a p p )

B = —(—\ where Y = .
2 UJ U;
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Figure 5.1: Modes included in the Zoeppritz raytracing, a) Primary
reflections from the top and base of the layer b) Single-leg
shear waves which have one leg of shear propagation
c) Double-leg shear wave d) Primary reverberations.

Shear propagation is .
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Ap Aa A/3
and

—p~. Equation (1) is linear in these fractional changes and assumes

that these changes are small.

The linearized approximation is typically implemented as a single-interface

approximation and is valid for precritical data. The response at each interface is

independent of the responses at all other interfaces. Transmission effects, converted

waves, and multiple reflections are neglected. The shear-wave velocity comes into

play through the variation of R(f>) as a function of i!>.

For modeling a thin layer, the average propagation angles and average elastic

properties are used in equation (1). Consider a single thin layer embedded in a

homogeneous medium as depicted inFigure 5.1. The average of the local incident

angles at the upper and lower interfaces is used to model the reflection coefficients

for both interfaces. Since the fractional changes in the elastic properties are equal in

magnitude but opposite in sign, the R(f>) for the interfaces are also equal and

opposite.

The seismograms are synthesized in the same manner as in the Zoeppritz

modeling. Equation (1) produces the particle-displacement reflection coefficients.

Convolution with the source wavelet is followed by the cosine weighting to yield

vertical-displacement seismograms.

Reservoir model

We examine the AVO response and demonstrate the importance of the locally

converted shear wave with a model of a dipping sandstone reservoir encased in a

homogeneous shale. Table 1 shows the rock properties, which are taken from

Gregory (1977). The reservoir contains brine, oil, and gas (Figure 5.2). The

behavior of the shale/gas, shale/oil, shale/brine, and fluid-contact reflections as a

function of incident angle and porosity are of interest. Garcia and Backus (1985)

also examined the AVO response of these models.

Figure 5.3 displays the plane-wave synthetic seismograms for four different

incident angles. The synthetics are generated by a 1-D elastic reflectivity method.

The source wavelet is assumed to be a 30-Hz Ricker wavelet for all of the
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Figure 5.2: Model of a dipping sandstone reservoir filled with gas, oil, and

brine. The reservoir is thick enough so that the reflections from the top
and base are resolved.
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seismogram examples shown. Incident angles are referenced to the top of the

sandstone reservoir. The data have been corrected for normal moveout using the

shale velocity. At the right are the stacked sections.

For the 20-percent-porosity sandstone, the shale/gas reflection is a dim spot at

9 degrees and a bright spot at 28 degrees .
The shale/oil reflection is bright at 9

degrees and dim at 28 degrees. The oil/brine reflection is relatively constant with

angle. A decrease in AVO is seen for the background reflectivity (shale/brine). Note

that the gas reservoir is transparent at normal incidence and a conventional zero-

offset synthetic seismogram would not predict a reflection. However, a bright

negative reflection appears in the stack.

The 23-percent-porosity sand shows a very different behavior. The shale/gas

reflection is bright at all angles and increases slightly with angle. The shale/oil

reflection dims at 18 degrees and changes polarity. This produces a dim spot in the

CDP stack. The fluid-contact reflections remain constant or increase slightly.

Again, the background reflectivity decreases in amplitude with angle.

For a sand with 25 percent porosity, the background reflectivity increases in

amplitude with angle. The shale/oil reflection is now negative at all angles.

Note that the gas/oil reflection is always bright, always the same polarity, and

always slightly increasing in amplitude with offset. The behavior of the fluid and

fluid-contactreflections is superposed on the background reflectivity. The

background reflectivity can either decrease, remain constant, or increase in

amplitude with offset. These variations can mask or enhance the apparent response

of the fluid anomaly.

The shale/sand reflection can appear positive, negative, strong, or weak, and

the AVOresponse can increase or decrease for oil, gas, and brine reservoirs. The

fluid-contactreflection (gas/oil) is similar in all cases and consistently shows a

modest increase in amplitude with offset. The change in the shale/reservoir

reflection as the fluid changes from oil to gas shows the same signature as the

gas/oil contact reflection.

The 20-percent-porosity reservoir exhibits a phenomenon of interest. At 9

degrees, the reflection coefficients at the top and base of the oil-filled reservoir are
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equal and opposite. At 28 degrees, the top-sand reflection is gone, while the base-

sand reflection is similar to that at 9 degrees. This apparent base-sand reflection is

actually a converted wave with one leg of shear propagation in the reservoir. The

base-sand primary reflection arrives slightly earlier and has the opposite polarity.
This converted wave is evident for all three reservoirs.

There is a very different AVO behavior for oil versus gas. However, the

converted wave is about the same since the reservoir rigidity is not changed by the

fluid. The converted wave is negligible in the gas sandstone but is clearly

significant in the oil sand from 20 to 30 degrees. In theory, the converted wave

should be of particular importance in reservoirs that appear as dim spots on the

stacked section, since hydrocarbons reduce the primary reservoir reflection while

leaving the converted wave essentially unchanged.

THIN LAYERS AND AVO

A model of a thin layer embedded in a homogeneous medium is often used to

model the AVO of potential hydrocarbon reservoirs. The locally converted shear

wave, which has one leg of shear propagation within the thin layer, is neglected in

primaries-only modeling. These modes are only slightly delayed relative to the

primary reflection from the base of the reservoir. Consequently, the locally

converted shear wave interferes with the base primary and can have a profound

effect on the overall AVO response.

Table 2 shows the rock properties used to model a 20-percent-porosity 5-

meter-thick oil sand encased in shale. The Zoeppritz reflection coefficients are

shown in Figure 5.4. Incident angles are referenced to the top of the thin layer.

Transmission loss is not included for the base-primary reflection coefficients.

Transmission loss due to conversion is included for the converted waves. Also

shown are the reflection coefficients obtained from the linearized approximation to

the Zoeppritz equations.

At normal incidence, the top and base primary reflections are equal but

opposite in sign. They remain equal and opposite out to approximately 10 degrees.

The base-sand reflection is transparent at 23 degrees, while the top-sand reflection
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is transparent at 28 degrees. The single-leg shear wave is particularly strong from

18 to 40 degrees where the primary reflections are weakest. The double-leg shear

wave is much smaller in magnitude but will be seen to have an effect on the overall

seismic response.

Beyond 10 degrees, the reflection coefficients for the top and base primary
reflections are no longer equal and opposite. Because of conversion, the reflection

coefficients for the top and base of the layer at a constant ray parameter are

different. The top and base reflections are equal and opposite for a fluid medium,

and they are equal and opposite in the linearized approximation.

Figure 5.5 shows the seismograms obtained by Zoeppritz ray-tracing (Figures

5.5a-5.5d), the reflectivity method (Figure 5.5e), and primaries-only ray tracing

using the linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations (Figure 5.5f). The oil

sand has a two-way traveltime of 2.6 ms. The seismograms are NMO corrected to

the top of the sand. Amplitude loss due to geometrical divergence is identical in the

ray-trace and reflectivity modeling and has not been compensated. The Zoeppritz

ray-trace seismograms increase in complexity (increasing numberof modes

included) from top to bottom.

Transmission loss is typically included in primaries-only modeling as is done

in Figure 5.5a. Transmission loss is not included when the linearized

approximation is used for the reflection coefficients (Figure 5.5f)* When the locally

converted shear waves are included in the ray-trace response (Figures 5.5 b and

5.5c), transmission loss for the base-primary reflection is not included. We feel

that transmission losses should not be included unless the short-period

reverberations are also included (O'Doherty and Anstey, 1971). We elaborate on

this point further in the discussion. Figure 5.5d, which is the Zoeppritz ray-trace

response that includes P-wave reverberations, and the response of SOLID (Figure

5.5e) incorporate transmission loss.

The primaries-only Zoeppritz seismogram is drastically different from the true

response. Amplitudes decrease, then increase with offset while the reflectivity

method shows a strong decrease. In addition to the large AVO error, there is a

significant discrepancy in phase which is produced by the neglect of the converted



Figure 5.4: Reflection coefficients for the oil sand model.

Zoeppritz solid, Linearized approximation dashed.
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Figure 5.5: Seismograms for the oil sand model, a) Primaries-only Zoeppritz
b) Single-leg shear waves added to a c) Double-leg shear wave added to b

d) Primary reverberations added to c e) Reflectivity method

f) Primaries-only using the linearized approximation.
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shear wave. The polarity reversal apparent in in the true response does not occur.

At the near offsets the response resembles the time derivative of the wavelet,

consistent with the response expected from a high-impedance thin layer.

The obtained by use of the linearized approximation (Figure 5.5f) does show

the polarity reversal observed in the true response (Figure 5.5e), but the reversal

occurs at a slightly smaller offset. Figure 5.4 shows that the polarity reversal occurs

at 25 degrees. At smaller angles, we see the derivative of the wavelet since the top

and base reflections are positive and negative, respectively. Beyond 25 degrees, the

top and base reflections change polarity. The linearized approximation predicts a

response which is much more representative of the true solution than does Figure
5.5a.

Figures 5.5b-5.5d show the seismic response when the single-leg shear

wave, double-leg shear wave, and P-wave reverberations of up to third order are

successively included in the Zoeppritz ray-trace synthetics. Inclusion of the single-

leg shear wave is sufficient to produce first-order agreement with the reflectivity

method. The single-leg shear wave interferes with the base-primary reflection. In

Figure 5.4, if the single-leg converted wave is added to the base-primary reflection

to produce a composite-base reflection, the resulting curve changes polarity at

approximately the same angle as the top-sand reflection. This polarity reversal

occurs at a greater angle than that suggested by the linearized approximation.

At offsets beyond the polarity reversal, the amplitudes in Figure 5.5 b are

slightly larger than in the true response. The presence of the double-leg shear wave

decreases these amplitudes (Figure 5.5d). Primary reverberations within the oil

sand have little effect on the response. Consequently, Figures 5.5 c and 5.5 d closely

resemble the response of SOLID.
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AVO RESPONSE OF A THIN COAL LAYER

Coals can sometimes be mistaken for hydrocarbons in that the coal can

produce a low-impedance bright spot. We reevaluate the model presented by

Tread gold et al. (1990) of a thin coal embedded in a homogeneous sandstone.

Using primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling, they predicted an increase in amplitude
with offset.

Table 3 shows the coal properties used for modeling. The coal is one meter

thick. The reflection coefficients are shown in Figure 5.6. Note that the top and

base primary reflections are quite different. The top-coal reflection shows a much

stronger amplitude decrease with offset. The single-leg shear wave is clearly

important. It is similar in magnitude to the top-coal reflection at the far offsets. The

double-leg shear wave and the first-order primary reverberations within the layer

(not shown) are also of significant amplitude.

Figure 5.7 shows the seismogram comparison. The primaries-only Zoeppritz

seismogram (Figure 5.7a) bears no resemblance to the true response from SOLID

(Figure 5.7g). The phase of the waveforms give no indication of a thin layer.

Notice that the response at zero offset, where shear waves do not exist, is incorrect

because transmission loss is included for the primary reflection from the base of

the layer but reverberations are not.

The linearized approximation produces a primaries-only seismogram which

shows decreasing amplitudes with offset (Figure 5.7h). The waveforms are

indicative of a low-impedance layer. This response bears a much greater

resemblance to the reflectivity method than does Figure 5.7a.

Figures 5.7 b and 5.7 c show the results when the single-leg and double-leg

shear waves, respectively, are incorporated into the Zoeppritz ray tracing.

Transmission loss for the base-coal primary reflection is included. The converted

waves modify the apparent AVO response such that the amplitudes now decrease

dramatically with offset. However, the individual waveforms are still incorrect even

at zero offset because transmission loss is included, but the primary reverberations

are not.
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Figure 5.6: Reflection coefficients for the coal model. Zoeppritz solid,
Linearized approximation dashed.
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Figure 5.7: Seismograms for the coal model, a) Primaries-only Zoeppritz
b) Single-leg shear waves added to a c) Double-leg shear wave added to b

d) Same as b but without transmission loss for the base primary
e) Same as c but without transmission loss for the base primary
f) Primary reverberations added to c g) Reflectivity method

h) Primaries-only using the linearized approximation.
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To further illustrate the effect of including transmission loss without also

including short-period reverberations, Figures 5.7 d and 5.7 e show the response

with single-leg and double-leg shear waves included but without the base-primary
transmission loss. The response is now correct at zero offset but incorrect as the

incident angle increases. Transmission loss is especially important in this example
because of the large impedance contrasts involved.

In Figure 5.7 f primary reverberations are added to the response of Figure

5.7c. Most dramatic are the changes in the phase of the waveforms and the AVO

response. The reverberations correct the phase discrepancy seen at the near offsets

in Figures 5.7a-5.7c. The seismogram now agrees favorably with the true response

produced by SOLID (Figure 5.7g). To achieve the SOLID results exactly, we must

also include the converted wave reverberations.

The single-leg shear wave has a first-order effect on the AVO response. The

primary reverberations are all of the same polarity and constructively interfere to

control the phase response. It is interesting to note that any of the seismograms seen

in Figures 5.7b-5.7f, and 5.7 h would be a much better approximation to the true

response than the primaries-only Zoeppritz result (Figure 5.7a).

Assemblage of thin layers

Ray-trace seismograms can easily be extended beyond the primaries-only

assumption when there are relatively few layers in the model. As the number of

layers increases, the difficulty in including converted modes which interact between

different layers increases. Burnett (1990) modeled the AVO response of an

assemblage of thin layers with a reflectivity method. Juhlin and Burnett (1992)

obtained results using primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling which did not corroborate

Burnett's original interpretation.

Table 4 shows the rock properties input to the forward modeling. These

models are identical to those of Juhlin and Burnett (1992). Figure 5.8 shows the

seismograms obtained from primaries-only Zoeppritz ray tracing and SOLID.
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Incident angles are referenced to the top of layer 2. The data are NMO corrected to

the top of layer 2.

The overall seismic response of the thin-layer assemblage is essentially zero

phase, which shows the net impedance change from the upper to the lower half-

space. Ray tracing produces an AVO response which increases dramatically for

models 2 and 3, and slightly less so for model 4. The reflectivity method shows

decreasing amplitudes with offset for all four models.

The AVOresponse is shown in a common format in Figure 5.8. The peak
reflection amplitudes are normalized by the zero-offset amplitude. Model 1, which

has no dramatic impedance variations, shows a similar response between the two

methods. Model 2 includes two layers of low Vp/Vs ratio. Primaries-only modeling

suggests a factor-of-three amplitude increase at the far trace. Meanwhile, SOLID

suggests an overall amplitude decrease. In fact, the amplitude decrease is greater

than the decrease seen for model 1. Similar results are seen for models 3 and 4.

We can obtain some insight into these obvious differences by examining the

angle dependence of the reflection coefficients for specific layers. Locally converted

shear waves are not important in model 1. Converted waves which have different

modes of propagation within a layer, and between different layers, are important in

models 2,3, and 4. The original interpretation by Burnett (1990) of an amplitude

decrease with offset, which is based on reflectivity modeling, is correct for the

model used.

Layer thickness and the composite-base reflection

Figure 5.9 compares the seismograms for the oil-sand model where the sand

thickness varies from 150 meters to 0.5 meters. Figure 5.9 a shows the response of

the reflectivity method. Figure 5.9 b shows the primaries-only seismograms

obtained using the linearized approximation for the reflection coefficients. The

primaries-only Zoeppritz seismograms are shown inFigure 5.9c.

For a layer which is seismically thick, the converted waves are sufficiently

delayed such that they do not interfere with the base-sand reflection. The single-leg

converted wave can be seen for thicknesses of 150, 100, and 50 meters as the
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Figure 5.8: Results from modeling the multilayered medium. The seismograms
show results from a) Primaries-only Zoeppritz b) Reflectivity method.

Also shown are the normalized reflection amplitudes. The vertical bar

indicates 80 ms.
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negative reflection at the larger offsets. Primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling results

in an accurate representation of the data for these layer thicknesses.

For thicknesses of 10 meters and less, the linearized approximation gives a

much more accurate representation of the true seismic response. There is some

discrepancy at the larger offsets, but the overall AVO response is correct.

Primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling shows a greater increase in AVO as the

layer thins. This physically absurd result is produced because the top and base

reflections are not equal and opposite over the entire angular range. (Refer back to

Figure 5.4.) As the layer thickness approaches zero, the normal-incidence response

approaches zero (top and base reflections are equal and opposite), but the

reflections from 10 to 40 degrees remain finite. The AVO of the thin layer appears

to show a greater increase with angle as the layer thins because the top and base

reflections are not symmetric.

In the case of a thin layer, we should consider a composite-base reflection

consisting (to first-order) of the superposition of the base-primary reflection and the

single-leg converted wave. The amplitude of this event is roughly the sum of the

base primary and single-leg shear wave. This composite-base reflection is

approximately equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the top-sand primary. The

heavy solid curve in Figure 5.4 and the top-primary reflection curves are

approximately symmetric. Thus, as the layer thickness approaches zero, the seismic

response approaches zero since the top primary and composite-base reflections are

equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.

Primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling is an incomplete approximation to the true

seismic response and may break down in the presence of thin layers. The primary

reflection coefficients for the top and base of a thin layer are unbalanced. This may

produce an erroneous response as the layer thickness decreases. The linearized*

approximation, however, predicts reflection coefficients for the top and base of the

layer which are symmetric over the entire angular range.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show examples where the linearized approximation

gives a more accurate representation of the seismic response for a thin layer. Table

5 shows the rock properties used for the modeling. These models compare the
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response of brine sands and gas sands embedded in homogeneous shales. The

shale has the same properties as in the reservoir example.
Shown are the reflection coefficients of the primary reflections from the top

and base of the layer (Zoeppritz-solid, linearized approximation-dashed), and the

composite-base reflection (dark solid curve). The magnitude of the locally
converted shear wave can be inferred by the extent to which the composite-base
reflection differs from the base-primary reflection.

The seismograms show the response (from top to bottom) of primaries-only

Zoeppritz modeling, Zoeppritz modeling which also includes the the single-leg
shear waves, SOLID, and the linearized approximation. Transmission loss for the

base-primary reflection is included in the primaries-only Zoeppritz and SOLID

seismograms. The reflection coefficients and the seismograms are displayed at the

same horizontal scale.

The response of the thin solid curves produces the primaries-only Zoeppritz

seismogram. The Zoeppritz reflection coefficients from the top of the layer are

approximately equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the composite-base

reflection. The top-primary reflection and composite-base reflection control the

seismic response when the locally converted shear-waves are added. Typically,

polarity reversals occur in the true response at angles where the top primary and

composite-base reflection curves intersect.

A superior seismic response is produced by use of the linearized

approximation compared to that of primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling. Reflection

coefficients for the linearized approximation are symmetric over the entire angular

range. Polarity reversals oocur where these curves intersect. The seismogram

predicted by the linearized approximation differs from the true response primarily in

the location of the polarity reversal. Polarity reversals occur at slightly smaller

incident angles for the thin sandstone. The opposite would be true for a thin shale

embedded within a sandstone. The only cases which we have examined where the

primaries-only Zoeppritz result approaches that of the linearized approximation is

for some gas sandstones where the locally converted shear waves are not important.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the reflection coefficients and seismograms for

the 17% porosity models in Table 4. Zoeppritz reflection coefficients

Linearized approximation —, Composite base reflection

a) Primaries-only Zoeppritz b) Single-leg shear waves added to a

c) Reflectivity method d) Primaries-only linearized approximation.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the reflection coefficients and seismograms for

the 20% porosity models in Table 4. Zoeppritz reflection coefficients

Linearized approximation Composite base reflection

a) Primaries-only Zoeppritz b) Single-leg shear waves added to a

c) Reflectivity method d) Primaries-only linearized approximation.
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Discussion

The locally converted shear wave, which has one leg of shear propagation
within a given layer or between different layers, should be considered as part of the

reservoir signal. These waves have traveled only a short distance in one direction as

a shear wave. The normal moveout of these events approaches the moveout of the

primaries as the shear-wave travel path decreases. Stacking and other methods

which exploit the differential moveout between primary signal and coherent noise

will be ineffective in attenuating these events. Also, since they are not common to

all reflectors, deconvolution will be ineffective.

The magnitude of these locally converted events is controlled by the product

of one transmission coefficient, and one reflection coefficient (Figure 5.1). For any

interval, there is a pair of events, one with a downward-traveling shear leg and one

with an upward-traveling shear leg. The two events have the same amplitude and

traveltime. In many instances, Tpp ~ 1, and Tp S
and RpS are often on the order of

0.1 or more over a substantial angular range, so the amplitude is often greater than

0.02. This becomes comparable to the amplitude of primary reflections, particularly

when the primaries are weak.

The amplitude of interbed multiples is generally much weaker than the

amplitude of the locally converted shear waves. Interbed multiples involve at least

three reflections. For example, for strong reflectors with a reflection coefficient on

the order of 0.1, the interbed multiple is 40 dB down in amplitude relative to the

primary. In special cases such as coal beds or shallow gas, the interbed multiples

may be at a perceptible level. In general, interbed multiples are usually of secondary

importance when a limited target-zone reflectivity is considered.

When the modeling is expanded beyond a limited interval, interbed multiples

play an important role which is usually neglected in ray-trace modeling. Recall the

early normal-incidence synthetic seismograms computed for primaries only and

included transmission loss at each interface. These synthetics decayed in amplitude

with depth much more rapidly than the real seismic data. O'Doherty and Anstey

(1971) explained the compensation provided by short-period multiples.
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Transmission losses decrease the reflection amplitudes. Short-period multiples can

increase the reflection amplitudes due to constructive superposition. These same

principles apply to the prestack seismogram. In order to move beyond primaries-
only modeling to a more exact solution, we feel that both transmission loss and the

short-period multiples should be included - not just one effect or the other. The coal

example shows the importance of including short-period multiples.
In addition, locally converted shear waves likely constitute an important

component of the conventional stacked section. When the interfaces involved are

conformable, the converted event will be structurally conformable with the

primaries. There are many features of conventional stacked-section interpretation,

inversion, and attribute analysis that we might expect as a result of the locally

converted shear wave. For example, it might contribute in some cases to the

instantaneous-frequency anomaly sometimes observed under oil and gas reservoirs.

Summary

The locally converted shear wave is often important in AVO analysis. These

events occur only at non-zero offset and increase in amplitude with offset to some

precritical maximum. We recommend that the locally converted shear waves always
be included unless they can be shown to be unimportant. These events can easily be

included into ray-trace synthetic seismograms when the earth model consists of

relatively few layers. Reflectivity-based synthetic seismograms include these

events (and all of their various relatives), so it is well within our current capability

to include them and assess their importance when modeling prestack data.

Primaries-only Zoeppritz modeling often fails in the presence of thin

layering. A more accurate seismogram is obtained from primaries-only modeling

when a linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations describes the reflection

coefficients. The symmetry of the linearized approximation roughly accounts for the

presence of the single-leg converted shear wave.

Transmission loss through a multi-layered medium is compensated by the

presence of short-period multiple reflections. Ray-trace synthetics should not

incorporate one effect without including the other. Again, for earth models with a
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relatively large number of layers and large impedance contrasts, this suggests that

reflectivity modeling may be more appropriate.

There are many factors which limit the effectiveness of quantitative AVO

analysis. Most of these factors which have been emphasized in the literature have

dealtprimarily with the data processing prior to the AVO interpretation. It appears

that many of the apparent AVO modeling failures presented in the literature can in

part be attributed to the use of an incomplete forward-modeling algorithm. We feel

that this factor is the most easily correctable ofall the factors affecting AVO

analysis. If the locally converted shear waves continue to be neglected in prestack

modeling - let the interpreter beware !
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TABLE 1: RESERVOIR MODEL

TABLE 2: OIL SAND MODEL

TABLE 3: COAL MODEL

<j>=20% 6= =23% (>=25%

Vp V
s P Vp Vs P Vp Vs P

shale 3170 1668 2.36 3170 1668 2.36 3170 1668 2.36

gas 3560 2374 2.10 3350 2231 2.02 3188 2124 1.96
oil 3734 2280 2.27 3527 2131 2.22 3362 2015 2.18

brine 3749 2262 2.31 3551 2109 2.27 3399 1993 2.23

Vp Vs P o Vp/Vs Z

m/s m/s g/cm^ m

shale 3170 1668 2.36 0.31 1.9 1500

oil sand 3734 2280 2.27 0.20 1.63 5

shale 3170 1668 2.36 0.31 1.9

Vp Vs P a Vp/V s
Z

m/s m/s g/cm^ m

sand 3658 2097 2.33 0.25 1.74 1732

coal 2286 1064 1.40 0.36 2.14 1

sand 3658 2097 2.33 0.25 1.74
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TABLE 4; MODELS FOR THIN-LAYER ASSEMBLAGE

TABLE 5: THIN-LAYER MODELS

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Vp Vs P Vp vs Vp Vs Vp Vs Z

2771 1385 2.42 2909
2903 1451 2.50 0.6
2771 1508 2.32 3.7
2903 1451 2.42 3.0
2651 1325 2.40 4.3
3048 1523 2.55 3586 2398 4763 2386 3586 1.2
2903 1451 2.35 1.8
3048 1523 2.42 1.3
2903 1451 2.43

Brine sandstone; Porosity = 17 % Gas sandstone; Porosity = 17 %

Z Vp Vs P Vp/Vs Vp Vs p Vp/Vs
m m/s m/s g/cm 3 m/s m/s g/cm3
1500 3170 1668 2.36 1.9 3170 1668 2.36 1.9
5 3962 2426 2.38 1.63 3798 2532 2.20 1.5

3170 1668 2.36 1.9 3170 1668 2.36 1.9

Brine sandstone; Porosity = 20 % Gas sandstone; Porosity = 20%

Z Vp Vs P Vp/Vs Vp Vs P Vp/Vs
m m/s m/s g/cm^ m/s m/s g/cm3
1500 3170 1668 2.36 1.9 3170 1668 2.36 1.9

5 3749 2262 2.33 1.65 3560 2373 2.12 1.5

3170 1668 2.36 1.9 3170 1668 2.36 1.9



Chapter 6: AVO Inversion and Direct Hydrocarbon
Detection

Introduction

Considerable research has gone into attempting to extract earth parameters

(or relative changes in) from seismic data. One-step linearized inversion of prestack
seismic reflection data is possible, given a good background velocity estimate, a

good seismic wavelet estimate, and processed data which are dominated by primary
reflections. Linearized inversion attempts to estimate parameter changes relative to a

smooth background which is known and held fixed. Stolt and Weglein (1985)

show the equivalence of 1-D Bom inversion to AVO weighted-stack methods

(Clayton and Stolt, 1981; Wiggins et al., 1984; Smith and Gidlow, 1987).

A practical approach to maximum-likelihood linear prestack inversion is

developed and applied to real prestack seismic data. Development of the algorithm

is identical to waveform-based inversion methods which directly compute the

Frechet derivatives (McAulay, 1985).

The data are in the form of partial-offset range angle-stack gathers (Todd,

1986). Preprocessing is designed to attenuate water layer reverberations, and to

modify the background compressional velocity which is held fixed in the

inversion. Primaries-only raytracing computes the predicted seismic response and

the Frechet derivatives. The effects of thin layering, the seismic wavelet, and

normal-moveout stretch are incorporated into the calculation of the Frechet

derivatives. The linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations is used to

model the reflection amplitudes since the locally converted shear wave is

approximately accounted for (Chapter 5).

The three-term linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations describes

the reflection amplitudes as a function of angle. This expression is reformulated to

consider a term which models the reflection amplitudes based on the apriori

relationships between the compressional and shear velocities, and the

compressional velocity and density. The other two terms describe the perturbations

120
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relative to the apriori assumptions. This formulation results in a model covariance

matrix which is truly diagonal. A single-iterate maximum-likelihood solution

incorporates the expected changes in the model parameters as well as specification
of the noise in the data.

The algorithm is applied to real data which contain hydrocarbons. At each

CDP location, a 180-layer subsurface model, having three parameters per layer, is

estimated.

Partial-range-stack data

Seismic data acquired in the early 1970’s from a Tertiary clastic basin are

available. Elements of the partial-offset range stacking procedure applied to the

CDP gathers is discussed by Todd and Backus (1985). The process utilizes a

normal-moveout correction with a single prospect-wide velocity function. Gain

proportional to t 1 is applied prior to NMO correction. Based on the global velocity
function, which provides a time-depth mapping, offset and time-variant mutes are

designed corresponding to ranges of common offset-to-depth ratio (ODR). Partial

stacking of each NMO-corrected CDP gather over each ODR range (Figure 2.2)

produces a suite of six traces for each CDP. Each trace approximates a constant

local-incidence angle. The six traces, ODR's 1-6, correspond to local incident

angles of 18°, 26°, 32°, 38°, 42°, and 46°, respectively.

The signal-to-noise ratio is increased by the partial stacking and the offset-

dependent information is retained. The design of the partial-offset ranges provides

roughly uniform multiple reduction for all partial stack outputs. Gapped

deconvolution attenuates the short-period water layer reverberations (Chapter 2).

This six-fold upgraded data is suitable for prestack analysis and processing,

including prestack migration, background velocity refinement, and AVO display.

In this work, smooth lateral variations in the background velocity model

were estimated (Chapter 4). Figure 6.1 shows several ODR gathers after

deconvolution and velocity refinement. Both migrated and unmigrated data have

been prepared in ODR form. The unmigrated data can be expected to yield results

that tie at the line intersections, depending on the degree to which the data tie, and



Figure 6.1: ODR gathers of CDP’s 20-24 from Line 17. Water-layer
reverberations have been attenuated using the approach of Chapter 2.

Velocities are adjusted using the approach of Chapter 4.
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are used in the AVO inversion. The inversion results can thus be checked at the line

intersections (not yet done).

Data Representation: Forward modeling

Inverse problems generally revolve around a forward modeling algorithm.
Linear inverse problems adjust an initial set of model parameters in the attempt to

produce a synthetic response which matches the observed data. Forward modeling

is implied in obtaining the Frechet derivatives which describehow the predicted
data (synthetic response) change due to a perturbation in a particular model

parameter. The validity of the final model estimate is largely dependent on the

applicability and accuracy of the forward modeling algorithm.

Reflectivity methods are the most theoretically correct algorithms for modeling
seismic reflection data in the context of a one-dimensional earth. Prestack seismic

data in the form of ODR gathers are not readily amenable to inversion using a

reflectivity method. The Frechet derivatives cannot be computed efficiently using

approaches similar to McAulay (1985), or Wood (1993) due to the offset- and

time-dependent partial stacking required to generate the ODR gathers.

Raytracing based on a linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations

provides the basis for prestack modeling of the ODR gathers. The Aki-Richards

linearized approximation describes the variation in reflection coefficient as a

function of offset (incidence angle). Traveltimes are obtained by raytracing through

the smooth background compressional velocity. Variations in apparent layer

thickness as a function of offset (angle) are considered in the modeling of a thin

layer. Convolution of the spike seismograms with an estimate of the source

wavelet produces thereflection seismogram as a function of offset and traveltime.

ODR gathers are then obtained by partial stacking the normal-moveoutcorrected

seismograms.
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Modeling reflection amplitudes

A linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations describes the variation

of the reflection coefficient as a function of incident angle. Reflection amplitude
versus offset (angle) is modeled with three model parameters, given a smoothed

model of the compressional-wave velocity. The smoothed velocity model is used to

map offset to incident angle. The linearized approximation for a solid is (Aki and

Richards, 1980)

R(D) is the P-wave reflection coefficient. Equation (1) is linear in the fractional

changes of the density, P-wave velocity, and S-wave velocity as

Ap Aa A 3
—, ,

and respectively. The average elastic properties are denoted as p,

a, and p. In practice, the background parameters are used in place of the average

properties.

The linearized approximation is a single-interface approximation and is valid

for precritical data and small parameter variations. The response at each interface is

independent of the responses at all other interfaces. Thus, multiple reflections and

transmission losses are neglected. Changes in the shear-wave velocity come into

play through variations in the P-wave reflectivity, /?($). Locally converted shear

waves are not explicitly included.

Chapter 5 shows that for the case of a single thin layer embedded in a

homogeneous medium, equation (1) approximately accounts for the single-leg

locally converted shear wave. Using average elastic properties and average incident

angles, /?($) from the top and base of the layer are symmetric. The magnitudes are

equal but opposite in sign. This symmetry roughly accounts for the single-leg

R(3) =RO + A sin 2 1} + £sin 2 stan2 1}, where

* =
ir^_^A£- (1)

2 l « p) 2 l“ p p )

B =-(—\ and =4—'] ■

2 \ a J VaJ
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locally converted shear wave which interferes with the primary reflection from the

base of the layer.

Importance of angular aperture

A sufficient angular aperture is critical for a useful application of the three-

term linearized approximation. The significance of the R
O ,

A
,

and B terms

becomes apparent if we examine R(t}) for =O, 15, 30, and 45 degrees. For

example,

The local angle of incidence for a homogeneous upper medium is

t} = where Ax is the source-receiver offset, and z is depth. For Ax=z,

dis about 28°, and for Ax=2z, is 45°. When velocity increases with depth, is

larger for a given Ax due to ray bending.

The two-term linearized approximation (Chiburis, 1987; Wiggins et al., 1984)

typically models (inverts) data which have an angular range of 20-30°. The B term

is either neglected, or else determined from R 0 and A
.

At 45°, the B term becomes

as important as the A term if the expected variations of R
O,

A
,

and B are similar in

magnitude.

As an inverse problem, a two-term approximation is more robust than the

three-term approximation. However the ability to separate the fractional changes in

elastic properties is reduced. A three-term weighted stack requires a more accurate

time alignment of the data since B is estimated from the larger angle data. As a

forward modeling equation, the three-term approximation more accurately models

Huston and Backus (1989) show that good quality AVO data exists out to 45°

in the Offshore Area One data. Thus, the three-term approximation is necessary for

modeling the AVO behavior, if the entire angular range is considered.

R(0) = r
o ,

R(15) = /?, + 0.07 A + 0.0055,

/?(30) = R
o
+ 0.25A + 0.088,

7?(45) = R 0 +O.SA + 0.58.
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Thin-layer raytrace modeling

The three-term linearized approximation can be used to directly model the

ODR gathers. Equation (1) can be evaluated for the local incidence angles
corresponding to the ODR gathers. The effects of a thin layer can be introduced as

discussed in Chapter 5. Convolution with a source wavelet then produces a model

of the ODR gather. This simplistic scheme is inadequate since the effects of NMO

stretch and the partial stacking are not incorporated.

Seismogram synthesis as a function of offset-traveltime allows for more exact

modeling. The background compressional-wave velocity controls the raytracing.
Source-receiver offsets, A*, and traveltimes, t

,
are determined using the

parameteric equations for raytracing through a stack of homogeneous, isotropic,
constant velocity layers as

where dz
t
is the thickness of layer /, a

i
is the compressional-wave velocity of layer

i
t

and #
{ /I

is the local incident angle in layer i for the reflection from the base of

layer n .
The #. which produce raypaths arriving at the specified source-receiver

offsets are obtained by interpolation.
Consider the modeling of a thin layer. The true i}

i n
are used to compute the

traveltimes for the base reflection. Asa result, the apparent vertical traveltime

thickness decreases as cos $. The average from the top and base reflections, and

the average elastic properties at the vertical traveltime of the top and base, are used

to determine the reflection amplitude variation as a function of angle (offset).

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show an example of the thin-layer modeling. The

background compressional-wave velocity is the global velocity function of Todd

(1986). The mudrock relationship provides the background shear-wave velocity

(Castagna et al., 1985), and Gardner's relation (Gardner et al., 1974) produces the

background density. A 10 ms thick layer which has = 0.1 occurs at a

two-way vertical traveltime of 1.0 s. A2O ms thick layer having = 0.1 occurs at

a two-way vertical traveltime of 1.5 s. Equation (2) determines the traveltimes and

Ax = 2£dzi tant\„ ,
t = 2^—, (2)

w a, cos tf,
„
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incident angles, while equation (1) gives /?($). The seismic wavelet is an average

wavelet estimated from ODR 1 on several lines of data and modified for a nonwhite

reflectivity spectrum (Chapter 3).

Figure 6.2 shows the normal-moveout corrected gather. The upper event

increases in amplitude with offset. This can be easily seen from equation (1). At a

two-way vertical traveltime of 1.0 s, the background velocities are a = 2380 m/s,

and (3 = 880 m/s, which lead to = 0.546. For the specified fractional changes of

Aa Ap
_

= = 0.1
, equation (1) becomes

a p

Variations in R(tf) are controlled by the sin 2
tan

2 # term. The base reflection is

equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the top reflection.

The later event is produced by a change in the shear-wave velocity as

= 0.1. At 1.5 s vertical traveltime, 'F = 0.88, thus /?($) = -o.oBBsin 2 #. As a

r

result, the magnitude of R(fi) increases strongly as a function of offset.

Figure 6.3 shows the data in the form of an ODR gather. The effects of

NMO stretch and the partial-stacking response of each ODR are now incorporated

in the forward modeling. It should be noted that the effective seismic wavelet is

obtained from ODR 1 data. Thus, the wavelet applied to produce Figure 6.2 already

includes the partial-stack response of ODR 1. This undoubtedly introduces a bias to

the synthetic ODR gather. However, relative to the inclusion of NMO stretch and

the partial-stacking response, this bias is second-order.

R( ) = 0.1 + (0.05 - 0.0546)5in 2
+ 0.05 5in 2

tan
2 1?

.



Figure 6.2: Synthetic CDP gather after NMO correction.
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Figure 6.3: ODR gather of the synthetic data seen in Figure 6.2.
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The inverse problem

Maximum-likelihood inversion attempts to adjust an initial model to better

match the observed data. It is assumed that the initial model is linearly close to the

true model. The linearized problem relates the model parameter update to the data

misfit with the Frechet derivatives.

The linearized problem can be cast in matrix form as

where Ad is the difference between the observed and predicted data, Am is the

unknown adjustment to the current model, and G is the matrix of Frechet

derivatives. Frechet derivatives are partial derivatives which indicate the expected

change in the data due to a perturbation in a particular model parameter. The matrix

equation is simply a system of linear equations which is solved for the model

parameter changes Am.

The single-iterate maximum-likelihood solution is given by Tarantola and

Valette (1982) as

where the model update Am=mn and m 0 denotes the apriori model.

Frechet derivatives are evaluated about the apriori model. The data covariance, Cd,

describes the errors in the data while the model covariance matrix, Cm, describes

the uncertainties in the apriori model. Diagonal terms of Cm contain the expected

variance of each parameter about its initial value. Off-diagonal terms describe the

correlations between the different parameters.

A linear prestack inversion does not permit the smoothly varying background

parameters to adjust. Reflection variations with offset are estimated as

perturbations relative to the fixed background parameters. The apriori model

parameters, mO,
are smoothly varying with time. The compressional-wave velocity

controls the normal-moveout correction of the data. The background a(z) and

P(t) determine 'F(t) ,
which appears in the coefficients which weight the

unknown model parameters.

G Am = Ad,

Am = [G TC‘‘G +C
m‘]'GI C

d

l
Ad,
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Since the apriori model is smooth, the data produced by this model are

reflection free'. As a result, the data misfit, Ad, is simply the observed data. The

inverse problem is a weighted stack in which the Frechet derivatives weight the

unknown coefficients. These weights are different depending on the particular
model parameterization selected. Certain model parameterizations require off-

diagonal terms in the model covariance, although a diagonal Cm is commonly,

although incorrectly, assumed. Other parameterizations result in a diagonal Cm in

which the parameters are independent.

Model parameters and apriori assumptions

The three-term linearized approximation is most commonly written in terms of

the fractional changes in the elastic properties as in equation (1). This

parameterization is particularly well suited for the forward problem since earth

models are usually described by the compressional and shear velocities and

density. In practical applications, the background compressional-wave velocity is

considered known. It is common to assume the mudrock relationship to predict the

background shear-wave velocity from the compressional-wave velocity. Gardner's

relation is often used to predict the background density from the compressional-

wave velocity. In most instances, neither of these relationships hold and empirical

correlations are used (Smith and Gidlow, 1987).

Relationships between the background parameters have important implications

for the inverse problem. When the background parameters are related, off-diagonal

terms are implied in the model covariance matrix. Specified interrelationships

between parameters can be incorporated directly into the model parameterization. As

a result, the linearized approximation can be formulated with model parameters

which are truly independent.
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Normal-incidence reflection coefficients

The linearized approximation can easily be cast in terms of the normal-

incidence compressional and shearreflection coefficients. We express the linearized

approximation explicitly in terms of the fractional changes in the elastic properties
as

(3)

We can also express equation (3) in terms of the contributions of the

individual reflection coefficients R
a ,

R
p,

and R
p
,defined as

Substituting equation (4) into equation (3)

The normal-incidence reflection coefficients for P-waves and S-waves are

obtained from equation (4) as

The reflection coefficients R 0 and R
sh

should be better determined quantities

than R
a

and R
p .

Thus, we would like equation (5) to be in terms of R
a ,

R
sh,

and

R
p ,

rather than R
a ,

R
p ,

and R
p

.
Since R

a

-R
0

-R
p ,

and R
p

= R
sh
- R

p ,

Equation (7) is the most general form of equation (1) in terms of R
O ,

R
sh ,

and

R
.
We would now like to explicitly incorporate our apriori assumptions into the

expression for /?($). These apriori assumptions predict R
sfl,

and R
p

from R
O ,

which is the independent variable. The extent to which R
sh

and R
p

cannot be

predicted from R 0 suggests that the apriori assumptions do not hold. For example,

the fluid factor of Smith and Gidlow (1987) is designed to be non zero where the

= +—l + -f—-'i'—- 2^— ]sin2^
2 V a P ) 21, a p p )
1fAaA

. 2 2+ sin
2 stan

2 U /

«a= ir^u-ifM), = (4)a 2{ a ) e 2{ P ) p 2{ p )

«(t?) =(l + sin 2 1? + sin 2 t? tan
2 i})Ra +(l -¥sin 2 d)Rp

- sin 2 1?. (5)

R 0 =Ra

+R
P

and R
sh

=R
p

+ R
p

. (6)

/?(t?) =[l + sin 2 t? + sin 2 i? tan
2 !?]??„ +['f -1 - tan

2 t?]/?
p

sin 2 t?

sin 2 !?.
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mudrock relation is violated. We can manipulate equation (7) to attempt to directly
indicate the extent to which the apriori assumptions are violated. Deviations relative

to the apriori assumptions appear as perturbations in the shear reflectivity, AR
sh ,

and density reflectivity, AR
p .

Gardner's relation and a constant Poisson's ratio

In order to cast the linearized approximation in terms of R
O ,

AR
sh ,

and AR
p ,

equation (7) must first be expressed in terms of R 0 alone by using apriori

assumptions. Assume Gardner'srelation which relates the fractional change in

density to the fractional change in compressional velocity as

In terms of the reflection coefficients, Gardner'srelation gives R
p

= 0.25/?
a ,

therefore R
a

= 4R
p

.
Since R 0 =Ra + R

p, R 0 - 5R
p,

and R
p

= 0.2R
0

.

Now assume

that R
sh

= R
a ,

which implies a constant Poisson's ratio. Substituting R
p

= 0.2R
0

and R
sh

=R
0

into equation (7)

Assuming Gardner's relation and a constant Poisson's ratio, equation (8)

models the angle-dependent reflectivity, /?(ft), solely in terms of the modified

normal-incidence P-wave reflectivity. R 0 incorporates R
sh

and R
p

as expressed by

our assumptions. Estimates of the background a and p define XP.

Assume that Gardner's relation and a constant Poisson's ratio are valid in an

area where hydrocarbons are not present. Hydrocarbons would then be expected to

violate these assumptions. These deviations would be most apparent as a function

of ft. Ifwe assume that the perturbations show an angle dependence similar to that

seen in equation (7), we obtain

(9)

= 0.25—.
p a

/?($) =[l + o.Bsin 2
- I.B^sin 2 l} + o.Bsin 2

tan
2 (8)

R(i}) = /?
o
[l + o.Bsin 2 & - 1.84* sin 2 7? + o.Bsin 2

tan
2 tf]

+ M
p [vF -1 - tan

2 ]sin 2 1} - 2'¥AR
sh

sin 2 1},
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where /?(#) is now modeled as a linear combination of the modified P-wave

reflectivity, which obeys the apriori assumptions, and deviations from our

expectations of the shear-wave reflectivity, AR
sh , and the density reflectivity, AR

p .

Gardner's relation and the mudrock curve

The assumption of a constant Poisson's ratio is not realistic for young sand-

shale sequences. Castagna et al. (1985) describe the shear-wave velocity as a linear

function of the compressional-wave velocity as

where the velocities are expressed in m/s. In terms of the compressional and shear-

wave reflectivities, the mudrock relation produces

Substituting into equation (7) we obtain

Invoking Gardner's relation R
p

= 0.2R
o ,

and the mudrock curve /?($) can be

expressed in solely in terms of R
a

as

The mudrock and Gardner's relations are now incorporated into the

coefficient which weights R
O ,

and ideally are valid in areas where hydrocarbons

are not present. These apriori assumptions predict R
sh

and R
p

from R
O

.
The extent

to which R
sh

and R
p

cannot be predicted from R 0 suggests that the apriori

assumptions are violated.

R _

a -1360

1.16
’

R
a

= 1.16R
0 ,

or R 0 = kR
a ,

where k = 0.86
.

« \P)

R(i}) =Ra+ R
p +[Ra -2^^) sin 2 i} + R

a
sin 2

tan
2

.

Since R
a

=R
0

-R
p ,

R(&) = R
c
+[fl„ -R

p
-VR, -2¥*(/?„ - «

p )]sin2 i? + (/?„ -tf^sin2 t? tan
2 tf. (10)

R
CG (i}) =[l +m-0.2W-l6kW)sm 2 i} + O.Ssm 2 i}t^n 2 #]/?„. (11)
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Hydrocarbons do not obey the mudrock and Gardner's relations. The angle-
dependent reflection coefficient, /?($), can be expressed in terms of R

CG (S) and

deviations from the mudrock and Gardner's relations as

R( t?) = R
CcW + -1 - tan

2 t?]sin 2
- Afl^^sin 2 (12)

R( t?) is now modeled as a linear combination of R
ca(i}), which obeys the apriori

assumptions, and deviations from our expectations of the shear-wave reflectivity,
AR

sh,
and the density reflectivity, AR

p
.

Figure 6.4 shows the predicted R
CG{fi) for a model in which the mudrock

relation and Gardner’s relation are obeyed exactly. R
cc(fi) ,

based on equation

(11), is modeled with a single parameter of R 0 = 0.05. The background

compressional velocity is the global function of Todd (1986). Individual curves

show R
cg {i}) for velocities of 1600, 1900, 2400, 3000, and 3250 m/s. These

velocities correspond to two-way vertical traveltimes of approximately 0.1, 0.5,

1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 s. The assumed ratio is noted for each curve.

a

At shallow depths, R
CG ( fi) is controlled by the sin 2 stan2

term since

'F ~ 0. As a result, for compressional velocities near water velocity, R
CG (ti)

increases strongly with angle approximately as 1 + 0.8 tan
2 t}. With increasing

depth, the 'Fsin 2 & terms become increasingly negative. Consequently, R
CG{&)

decreases with angle. At producing depths in Tertiary clastic basins where these

assumptions hold, we expect the background reflectivity to decrease in amplitude
(X

with offset (angle). Wiggins et al. (1984) assume = 2, which leads to *F=l.
r

Assuming the mudrock relationship, this occurs for a=3250 m/s, which is quite

appropriate for producing basins like the Gulf of Mexico, and Offshore Area One.

The background reflectivity has important implications for direct hydrocarbon

detection. When the background reflectivity decreases with offset, hydrocarbons

which show an increase in AVO should become more readily apparent. For

example, for —=o.s the expected background reflectivity at 30° is about half that at

a

10°.
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Figure 6.4: Reflection coefficients as a function of incident angle using the

linearized approximation to Zoeppritz and assuming the mudrock relation.

The background compressional velocity is the global function of Todd (1985).
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If we find a strong correlation between R 0 and our prediction-error

parameters, AR
sh

and AR
p ,

we may wish to modify our apriori assumptions to

better emphasize the anomalies (Smith and Gidlow, 1987).

The G matrix

The G matrix contains the Frechet derivatives which indicate how the data is

expected to change due to a perturbation in a particular model parameter. A most

attractive quality of the linearized approximation is that it is linear with respect to

the unknown model parameters. The angle-dependent weights describe the expected

change in the reflection amplitudes due to a change in a particular model parameter.

The actual form of the coefficients is dependent on the model parameterization used.

The changes in #(s) for perturbations in each of the model parameters in

equation (12) are simply

(13)

Effects of thin layering are included by making the predicted perturbations in

R{&) equal in magnitude and opposite in sign for the top and base of a layer of

specified thickness. Seismograms for each of these perturbations are obtained by

raytracing, convolution with the source wavelet, NMO correction, and partial offset-

range stacking.

The Frechet derivatives corresponding to the two reflection events in Figure

6.3 are shown in Figure 6.5. Equation (13) describes the reflection coefficient

variation with angle. Each seismogram considers thin layering, NMO stretch, the

ODR stack response, and the seismic wavelet. These Frechet derivatives are

comparable to those that would be obtained using a reflectivity method for the

forward modeling. The differences include the omission of locally converted shear

=[l + (0.8 - O.2'P - I.6CT)sin
2

+ o.Bsin 2 t? tan
2 tf],

= sin 2
1?,

-1 - tan
2 tflsin 2 tf.

d/SR
p

1 J
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Figure 6.5: Frechet derivatives of the synthetic ODR gather.
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waves, some multiple reflections, and normal moveout perturbations due to thin

layering.
A perturbation in R 0 generally produces a decrease in amplitude with angle.

Meanwhile, perturbations in AR
sh

and AR
p

show increases in amplitude with

angle. Perturbations in AR
sh and AR

p
show a polarity opposite to that of R

O
.

Note

that these perturbations assume thin layering which accounts for the asymmetry of

the waveforms.

In conventional AVO inversion, the Frechet derivatives would simply given

by the coefficients seen in equation (13). These approaches perform a simple

weighted stack of the amplitudes of each time sample of an NMO-corrected CDP

gather. A limitation of these approaches is the extreme sensitivity to residual

moveout and NMO stretch. We attempt to explicitly incorporate the effects of thin

layering, NMO stretch, the partial-offset stacking response, and the source wavelet

into the Frechet derivatives.

Prior model covariance; cm

The choice of model parameters affects the Frechet derivatives and the model

covariance matrix. All reasonable, rational model parameterizations should result in

similar estimates of R( s) provided that the associated model covariance matrix is

specified properly for each parameterization. Differences in the model covariance

matrices occur because different model parameterizations imply different correlations

between parameters. Certain parameterizations require off-diagonal terms while

others result in a diagonal model covariance matrix.

First consider a three parameter inverse problem such as that implied by

equation (3). The most general form of the model covariance matrix appropriate for

equation (3) is

G
a

G
ap

= G
pa °/3 °j3p ’

G
pa °pp °p _
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where is the variance in parameter m
i relative to the apriori model, and cJ

minij

is the covariance between parameters m
i and mj .

The covariance describes the

degree of correlation between parameters m
i

and m
;
. Off-diagonal terms are usually

neglected in Cm which erroneously implies that the model parameters are

independent.

The exact relationship between the model parameters, and thus the covariance

is not known exactly. We can express the degree of implied correlation and

determine the covariance through a correlation as

where f
m inj

is the correlation coefficient bounded as -T<£
minij

<l. If

£
m ,inj

=l»0,or -1, the parameters are perfectly correlated, not correlated, or are

perfectly anti-correlated, respectively. Wang (1990) also discusses this point.
To illustrate, consider cases where parameter is weakly, and strongly,

correlated with parameter m
i .

Let weakly correlated be represented by a correlation

of 0.33, and strongly correlated by a value of 0.66. The corresponding covariances

are simply <r = 0.33cr o
m

and cr = 0.66cr <r
.

The covariances are

determined from the apriori expected standard deviations of the parameters
cr

m(
and a

m ,
and the expected correlation between parameters, e

m nij
.

Consequently, the off-diagonal terms in Cm are weighted by the expected degree of

correlation between the various parameters.

While the specification of the off-diagonal terms is relatively straightforward,

an assumption as to the expected degree of correlation (validity of the apriori

assumptions) is required. An alternative approach is to use the model

parameterization of equation (12). The apriori assumptions are incorporated into the

R 0 term, and AR
sh

and AR
p

describe the deviations relative to the mudrock curve

and Gardner's relation, respectively. The general form of the model covariance

matrix is now

cr <j
m,irij m,ni j

,Io 7
’
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Perturbations from the mudrock curve, AR
sh, and Gardner's relation, AR

p ,
are

more nearly independent from each other, and from changes in the compressional
reflectivity, R

O
. R 0 assumes that the apriori assumptions hold and model R

cg(t}).
This leads to a diagonal model covariance matrix as

A diagonal model covariance matrix is much simpler to deal with. If the apriori
assumptions implicit in R 0 do not hold exactly, deviations from these assumptions

appear in the AR
sh

and AR
p

terms.

Prior data covariance; Cd

The data covariance matrix describes the characteristics of the noise in the data.

The noise is taken to be uniform and uncorrelated. This results in a particularly

simple maximum-likelihood solution

The noise variance must be specified in units which are meaningful with

respect to the data being inverted. a
d

is defined as an equivalent reflectivity for the

background noise. For example, if we assume that a known reflection event

corresponds to a particular reflection coefficient, the magnitude of the noise can be

specified relative to this reference reflector. In this case, the reference reflection is

the bright spot which is a low impedance layer which has reflection coefficients at

the top and base of the layer on the order of -0.1 and 0.1, respectively. The

amplitude of the seismic wavelet is also calibrated assuming these reflection

coefficients for the bright spot.

°R.
~ °R. CJ

ar

_

°AR
p # p °ARp

°r. 0 0

C
m

= 0 0
. (14)

_

0 o c4
p _

Am = [G TG + CT4

2C;'f
1
GTAd. (15)
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For a given Cm, the magnitude of o
d

controls the degree to which the data

are fit. Small values of c
d imply accurate data. The model parameter updates

attempt to account for the data misfit. Large values of o
d imply noisy data.

Consequently, the model parameter updates are damped. The model parameters

change by smaller amounts since components of the data are considered to be noise.

Logical choices for Cd and Cm are crucial for obtaining meaningful and

defensible model parameter estimates. Many an inverse problem is doomed to failure

from the start because of poor choices for Cd and Cm-

Determining Cd

An appropriate value for o
d

is determined empirically, and artfully, based on

the results of the linearized inversion applied to a portion of the real data. The data

consist of six traces for the CDP located on Line 17 at the intersection with strike

Line 1. This location is not over the hydrocarbons. ODR's 1-6 have approximate

local incident angles of 18°, 26°, 32°, 38°, 42°, and 46°. The velocity estimation

algorithm discussed in Chapter 4 adjusts the background compressional velocity.

Background shear velocities and densities are derived from the compressional

velocity using the mudrock curve, and Gardner's relation, respectively. A time- and

angle-invariant minimum-phase wavelet is estimated statistically from the data and

modified for a nonwhite reflectivity spectrum (Chapter 3).

The earth model is parameterized with 180 layers spanning the two-way

traveltime interval from 0.5 s to 1.936 s. Each layer has a normal-incidence two-

way traveltime thickness of 8 ms. The smooth background parameters are held

fixed in the inversion. The unknown model parameters for each layer are R
O ,

AR
sh ,

and AR
p
. Consequently, there are 540 model parameters to be estimated for each

ODR gather (depth point). The model covariance matrix is diagonal (as in equation

(14)) and has values (JRo
= 0.05, = 0.05, <J

ARp
= 0.02. Equation (15)

produces the model parameter estimates by solving the 540 by 540 system of

equations.
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Figure 6.6 shows the observed data, predicted data, and the data misfit as a

function of g]. The chosen values for g] are 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.005,

0.0025, 0.001, 0.0005, and 0.0001.

Figure 6.7 shows the resulting model parameter estimates for each trial value

of
.
Perturbations in R

O ,
AR

sh ,
and AR

p
are estimated at every other time

sample (8 ms sampling for 4 ms data) from 0.5-1.936 s. These model estimates are

converted to impedance by taking the time integral of each trace. A 5 Hz low-cut

filter is then applied. R 0 corresponds to the compressional impedance, AR
sh

to the

A-shear impedance, and AR
p

to what is called the A-density impedance. The A-

density impedance is the contribution to the impedance contrast produced by a

perturbation relative to Gardner's relation. The A-shear impedance is the normal-

incidence shear impedance contrast produced by perturbations from the mudrock

curve and Gardner's relation. In the discussion to follow, the model estimates will

be addressed as P
imp ,

AS
imp ,

and Apimp, corresponding to R
a ,

AR
sh,

and AR
p

respectively.

Large values of c\ effectively damp the model parameter perturbations. At

larger values of a] the inverse problem has essentially one free parameter, P
imp .

The second parameter, AS
imp , begins to contribute for <7^=o.ol. Note that for this

value of crj the data are reproduced reasonably well. Perturbations in P
imp

are

substantially larger than perturbations in AS
imp

and Apimp . As a] decreases, the

magnitude of the model parameter perturbations increases, particularly and

The data are reproduced equally well for g\ = 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025, and

0.001. The inherent ambiguity in the inverse problem is clearly evident in that the

associated model parameters are very different. For g] =0.0005 and 0.0001, the

inversion is clearly under damped and the data misfit actually increases.

Bounding values of g] for which the data are reproduced well are a*=o.ol

and o] =O.OOl. The associated model estimates are very different. For cr*=o.ol,

(AS^)
2 <<(7%,)\andfor =O.OOl, (AS^)

2
»

■
These different model

estimates imply very different earth models. For g]=O.Ol and 0.001, the
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equivalent reflectivity of the background noise is roughly 0 dB and 10 dB down

from the peak signal component (the bright spot reflection).

Appropriate choices for a] are determined from the data misfit and the

expected magnitude of the model parameter perturbations. The line intersection

results of Huston and Backus (1989) can also be used to infer the bounding values

of cr
d .

At locations where the earth is locally one-dimensional, the misfit between

the strike and dip lines is on the orderof 20 dB down. For thereference reflectivity

of 0.1, this implies an equivalent noise reflectivity of 0.01. The associated noise

variance is crj =O.OOOl.

Huston and Backus (1989) comment that the average residual error between

the dip and strike lines is about - 8 dB for the prospect as a whole. At line

intersections which have a significant mistie, the residual can be as large or larger

than the data. If we assume a noise reflectivity of 0.1, the noise variance is

02,o
2

,
=O.Ol.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 only show the effects of varying a
d

at a single location

in the prospect. Inversion results of ODR data from other locations were also

evaluated in this context although not shown. An additional consideration in the

choice of a suitable <7
d

is that the model estimates should be smoothly varying as a

function of spatial location, since the geology is smoothly varying.

Results

Figure 6.8 shows a portion of the ODR 2 section for Line 17. Linearized

inversion is applied to the ODR gathers from CDP’s 1-70 which encompass most

of the down dip fault block. Backus and Chen (1975), and Catto (1980) have

analyzed the hydrocarbon bearing zones which occur at the crest of the rollover

anticline. The flat spot reflection (a gas/water contact) occurs at 1.46 s, and the

bright spot reflection (a gas-filled thin layer) occurs at 1.72 s at CDP 60.

An identical model parameterization and model covariance matrix is used as in

the example of Figure 6.6 and 6.7. The background compressional velocity is

adjusted independently for each ODR gather using the approach discussed in

Chapter 4. The inversion is applied using <r]=o.ool and c^=o.ol.
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Figure 6.9 shows the data (observed, predicted, and misfit) for CDP's 11,
21, 31, 41, 51, and 61 when The data are reproduced nicely. The

dominant energy present in the data misfit are events with large residual moveout.

For example, note the events near 0.73 s and 0.82 s on CDP 31, 1.25 s on CDP

51, and 1.82 s on CDP 21. These events are likely locally converted shear waves

and/or multiples which were not completely attenuated by the gapped

deconvolution.

The flat-spot reflection increases in amplitude with increasing angle and is

apparent near 1.46 s on CDP's 51 and 61. A significant data misfit is apparent at

CDP 61 immediately preceding and following the contact reflection. The bright spot

occurs on CDP's 41,51, and 61 at approximately 1.72 s. A relatively constant

amplitude with increasing angle occurs for this event. The bright spot is well

modeled in the inversion.

Figure 6.10 shows the corresponding model parameter estimates. Each of the

gathers shows the estimated P
imp,

AS
imp

and Apimp .

Parameter A,pimp
is a scaled

version of AS
imp

since the Frechet derivatives for these parameters are similar. The

magnitude of AS
imp

is similar to that of P
imp

with Apimp being smaller because of the

specification of Cm.

The bright-spot reflection occurs at approximately 1.72 s. CDP's 11,21, and

31 are down dip of the hydrocarbons. A negative P
imp

is indicated, with AS
imp ,

and Aalso ending to be negative. A very different response is seen for CDP's

41, 51, and 61 where AS
imp , and Aarenow positive. A negative P

imp
is

indicated. Negative values of AS
imp , and Apimp

are indicated for the upperportion

of this zone, and positive values for the lower portion.

Figures 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 show the entire suite of model estimates.

Several features are of particular interest. The flat-spot reflection appears on the

section as a negative/positive pattern near 1.46 s on CDP's 45-70. The flat

spot is stronger on the AS
imp

and Apimp
sections than on P

imp ,
and shows a

negative/positive/negative pattern.
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Meanwhile, the bright spot is more apparent on the section. A low

impedance layer which is 16 ms thick is estimated. AS
imp , and Apimp

tend to be

positive, but are not nearly as strong as for the flat spot.
Strong events occur on the AS

imp ,
and Asections down dip of the

hydrocarbons. The event near 0.935 s on CDP 1 is quite striking. This apparent

increase in AVA (amplitude-versus-angle) is produced by the background

reflectivity, not the hydrocarbons. In the deeper section, the background AVA

generally shows a decrease. Todd (1986) also recognized this phenomenon.

Diffractions are apparent in Figures 6.11, 6.12
,

and 6.13. A fault located

down dip of CDP 1 produces diffraction limbs which are particularly prominent on

the P
imp

section for CDP's 10-30. These events are not as readily apparent on the

, and Asections. Anotherdiffraction is apparent beneath the flat spot on

the , and Apimp
sections. This diffractions disturbs the AVA response of the

bright spot for CDP's 54-60. Interestingly, this diffraction is not apparent on the

P section.
imp

Figure 6.14 displays the seismogram comparison for an inversion with

ln general, the larger a] has not affected the data fit. Differences do

exist, however, between Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.9. The data misfit on the flat

spot reflection at CDP 61 is reduced in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.15 shows the model estimates for the selected CDP's for g\=O.Ol.

An important difference compared toFigure 6.10 is that background perturbations

in AS
imp ,

and Aaremuch weaker with respect to P
imp

.

The flat spot reflection,

thus, appears more anomalous on the AS
imp ,

and Apimp traces.

The entire suite of model estimates is shown in Figures 6.16-6.18. The

section is less affected by diffracted energy when <7*=O.Ol. The base of the bright-

spot reflection appears to be more continuous as does the flat spot reflection. In

fact, lateral continuity throughout the entire section is improved.

Differences between the AS
imp ,

and Apimp
sections when a

2

d
=o.o\ (Figures

6.17 and 6.18) compared to Figures 6.12 and 6.13 are quite striking. The flat spot

and bright-spot reflections are much more anomalous relative to the background.
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Hydrocarbons are also present and detected at 1.65 s (gas), and 1.85 s (oil).

Improved continuity is apparent where the diffractions from the fault plane intersect

the bright spot.

Smith and Gidlow (1987), Chiburis (1987), and Gidlow et al. (1992) make

use of empirical corrections such that hydrocarbons are detected in the prediction
error of the model estimates. The model estimates obtained in the linear inversion

can be used to detect hydrocarbons in the data prediction-error.
Figure 6.19 shows the data prediction-error for the inversion with <j^=o.ol.

CDP numbers are located at ODR 6. These data are the difference between the

observed data and the data predicted using only the R 0 term. The predicted data

obey the mudrock curve and Gardner's relation exactly. Displayed in Figure 6.19

are those components modeled by AR
sh

and AR
p ,

and energy not modeled by the

linear inversion.

The bright spot and flat-spot reflections indicate increasing amplitude with

angle. In the observed data, the bright-spot amplitude actually remains relatively
constant with increasing angle. The background reflectivity modeled by R 0

decreases with increasing angle. The fluid-anomaly signal produced by

hydrocarbons is expected to show an increase with angle. AR
sh

and AR
p

describe

deviations from the background and indicate an increase. The oil reservoir at 1.85 s

is also detected as a slight increase in AVA.

There is also a substantial amount of energy having large residual moveout

which is not modeled in the inversion. Effects of shallow gas are apparent near

CDP's 45-51. Energy is also apparent which shows reverse moveout, dipping

upward from ODR 1 to ODR 6 (left to right).

Figure 6.20 shows the AVO signal obtained by modeling the data with only
AR

sh
and AR

p
.

These are the components which deviate from the apriori

assumptions. The flat spot at 1.45 s is now most obvious. The bright spot shows

an increase in AVA in Figures 6.19 and 6.20.

Also apparent are events which show an AVA increase but which obviously

are down dip of the hydrocarbons. These events may be produced by background

increases in AVA.
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The final data misfit resulting from the three-term modeling ( R
O ,

AR
sh ,

and

AR
p

) is shown in Figure 6.21. These data are the components not predicted by the

inversion. An abundance of dipping energy is apparent. Components showing

reverse moveout are obvious near the flat spot and bright-spot reflections. The data

misfit for the entire 70 CDP ensemble is 7 dB down from the observed data.

Figures 6.19, 6.20, and 6.21 are quite informative for assessing the AVO

inversion results. Events which show residual moveout may produce some of the

apparent AVA response not associated with hydrocarbons in Figure 6.20.

Comparison of Figures 6.19 and 6.21 suggest that this effect is probably of

second-order importance. Regions which show confusing moveout relationships in

Figure 6.19 do not necessarily show large AVA responses in Figure 6.20. Note the

region from 0.5-0.7 son CDP's 45, 48, and 51, and from 0.7-0.8 son CDP’s 15

and 18. This can also be corroborated by noting that the data misfit in Figures 6.19

and 6.21 is essentially unchanged in these regions.

Conversion of the model estimates to elastic properties

The elastic properties which most directly govern the propagation and the

reflection/transmission of seismic waves in an isotropic medium are the

compressional and shear velocities and the density. Threereflection coefficients

parameterize the linearized inversion. These model estimates can be converted to

velocity and density perturbations relative to the smooth apriori values.

Perturbations in congressional velocity, and perturbations in shear velocity

and density which obey the apriori assumptions, are estimated from R
O

.
From

Gardner's relation = 0.2R
0

and = 0.8R
a

.
The mudrock curve gives

= 0.86 -r- /?«„, = £#<*,, or = 0.8&/?
o

.
The additional subscnpt o

vA> y

indicates that these parameters are based on the apriori assumptions. Recall that the

reflection coefficients are defined as

=
p =

IM. and ß„ o=-—,
0 =-—,

" 2«,’ * 2ft " 2p,
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where a
o , Poy and p 0 are the smooth apriori values. From these expressions

perturbations from the smooth background are simply

Note that these three parameters are scaled versions of each other since they are

derived from R 0 and a 0 through the mudrock curve and Gardner's relation.

A more diagnostic parameter which emphasizes the hydrocarbons is the

deviation of the shear-wave velocity from the mudrock relation. AR
sh

is defined as

the perturbation in the shear-wave reflection coefficient from the apriori

assumptions. Components of ARsh are the contributions due to the shear-velocity

perturbation from the mudrock curve and the density perturbation from Gardner's

relation as AR
sh
=A+ AR

p
. Since AR

p
is directly estimated in the inversion, AR

p

is obtained as, AR
p

= AR
sh
- AR

p
.

The perturbation in shear velocity from the

mudrock curve is Afi = 2AR
pP

0
.
The density perturbation relative to Gardner's

relation is Ap = 2 AR
pp0

.

The parameter perturbations estimated from the inversion are added to the

smooth background to produce compressional velocity, shear velocity, and density

profiles. These profiles are simply obtained as

These velocity and density profiles provide the starting model for an inversion

using a reflectivity method for the forward modeling.

Aa = 2 Ap
0

= 2R
/}op0 ,

and Ap0
= 2R

popa .

a= a 0 +Aa, fi = P
o

+ Ap
Q

+ Ap, and p= p 0 + Ap
0

+ Ap.
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DISCUSSION

Reflectivity methods are the most theoretically exact form of modeling for

one-dimensional isotropic earth models. Reflectivity methods account for all modes

of propagation, including all multiples and converted waves. These methods are

most suitable for inverting data which are in the x-t, or T-p domains since the

Frechet derivatives can be obtained quickly. It is difficult to take advantage of this

capability when the inversion is applied to the ODR gathers.

An apparent advantage of nonlinear inversion methods is that the background

velocity model, which determines the traveltimes, and hence the linearity of the

problem, can adjust. McAulay (1985) shows synthetic examples where the

background compressional velocity is recovered in the inversion. This recovery,

however, requires a number of iterations. McAulay's examples are a best case

scenario since the forward modeling used in the inversion is also used to produce

the observations, and the seismic wavelet is known exactly. TheFrechet derivatives

are predominantly controlled by the high frequency perturbations. Most of these

high frequency components are recovered on the first iteration as noted by Wood

(1993).

Wood (1993) applied nonlinear inversion in the T-p domain to several real

seismic data sets. A main conclusion of his work is that the same information could

have been obtained using a single-iterate, strictly linear inversion.

Linear inversion holds the background fixed. After a single iteration for a

reflection-free background model, the results obtained should be essentially

identical to those obtained from a nonlinear method. It is most reasonable to attempt

to estimate the background compressional velocity prior to the inversion.

The partial stacking inherent to the ODR process attenuates modes of

propagation which have large residual moveout relative to the primary reflections.

These modes are typically surface multiples, and longer-period converted shear

waves. It is most difficult to properly model multiple reflections in real data in the

context of a one-dimensional earth. Huston (1987) shows examples where primary

reflections tie at line intersections but the multiples do not. These modes of
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propagation accounted for by reflectivity modeling are attenuated in the ODR

gathers. The advantages of operating on the ODR gathers outweigh any losses

incurred by the less than exact forward modeling.
One might suggest that the less than exact forward modeling is actually

preferred. Any estimate of rock properties is actually an estimate of the pseudo-

properties. The earth is undeniably anisotropic. Transverse isotropy has a first-

ordereffect on the sin 2 $ terms in the linearized approximation. Knowledge
regarding lateral velocity variations, attenuation, the time-, space-, and angle-
dependent seismic wavelet, and the low-frequency shear velocity and density is

poorly known. In addition, the OA-1 data set has no information pertaining to the

navigation or the source array. An approach where lateral changes (anomalies) are

emphasized is more reasonable, given the current level of understanding, than the

attempt to recover absolute rock properties.

The Bom approximation is implicit in conventional AVO weighted-stack

inversion. The locally converted shear wave is neglected in primaries-only

modeling. Thin-layer modeling using the linearized approximation to Zoeppritz

roughly accounts for the locally converted shear wave and is preferred.

Incorporation of the seismic wavelet, thin layering, NMO stretch, and the partial-

range stacking response into the Frechet derivatives produces a method which is

more sophisticated than a conventional weighted stack. This approach is likely less

sensitive to NMO stretch and residual normal moveout than conventional methods,

although further examination is necessary to substantiate this claim.

The linear inversion is decidedly nonunique. An infinite number of

combinations of Cd and Cm produce a synthetic response which fits the data

equally well. The model estimates, however, are very different. The specification of

Cd and Cm is somewhat qualitative based on apriori expectations as to the

accuracy of the starting model and the expected parameter perturbations.

For a given Cm, the magnitude of Cd influences the data fit and the model

parameter perturbations from the apriori values. Consider the first iteration of an

inversion where the direct model parameters are the compressional and shear

velocities, and density. One can make some general comments regarding the effects
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of Cd and Cm- Large values of Cd produce no change in the model parameters

from the initial model. As Cd decreases, we first recover the impedance

perturbations which are distributed between a and p according to the relative Cm.

In a fluid medium as Cd decreases further, the ability to resolve a and p is

improved. In a solid medium, perturbations in p are activated and p is also

modified according to Cm.
The ability to resolve a, P, and p within the seismic

passband increases as Cd decreases further.

Signal is distributed amongst the model parameters R
O ,

AR
sh,

and AR
p

according to the specification of Cd and Cm.
For large Cd, R 0 at the center of

the seismic passband is initially recovered. As Cd decreases, R 0 within the entire

passband is resolved. The recovery of AR
sh

follows a similar pattern, however, it

is lower frequency than R
a

.
If the variance in AR

sh
is increased, one can cause AR

sh

to be recovered at larger values of Cd prior to the recovery of R
O
.

We can also comment on the expected results of a second iteration as Cd is

varied based on the results of Wood (1993). The second iterate adjusts the model

parameters relative to a 'rough' model. Again for large Cd, there is no model

parameter change. As Cd decreases, the low-frequency compressional velocity

changes if the background is in error. The bandwidth of a increases, and we begin

to exploit the converted shear waves as Cd decreases. The background p begins to

adjust, and we introduce a resolution improvement due to the lower shear

velocities. For a very small Cd, we may perhaps begin to recognize interbed

multiples.

The mistie at the line intersections provides bounds on plausible values of

Cd- For example, the mistie at the intersection of Line 13 with Line 2 is about 100

times larger than the mistie at the intersection of Line 13 and Line 1 (Huston,

1987). Until the lateral velocity variations are accounted for properly, Cd should

be defined for the worst case.

Because of the data overlap which occurs in generating the ODR stacks, the

effect of using a diagonal and uniform Cd is to reduce the influence of the innerand

outer partial stacks. These data are, in fact, of lower quality. In general, the partial-
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range stack processing is aimed at diagonalizing the residual noise, but is only

partially successful.

The selected model parameterization results in a model covariance matrix

which is diagonal. This makes the problem more readily interpretable. Reflections

which fit the apriori assumptions can be described with a single parameter, R
O

.
The

other parameters recognize perturbations relative to the apriori assumptions.

In general, the results obtained from the inversion agree with our apriori

expectations. Hydrocarbon zones are recognized as low impedance layers.

Perturbations in the shear reflectivity, and perturbations from Gardner's relation are

indicated where hydrocarbons occur. The fluid-anomaly signals show the expected

increases in amplitude with angle.

The inversion for is effectively under damped. The model

estimates are more robust for of <7j=o.ol. Note also that much of the diffracted

energy does not appear in the model estimates when 07 =O.Ol. The hydrocarbons

are also more apparent as anomalies in the model estimate.

In the model estimates, AR
sh

and AR
p

are scaled replicas of a single model

parameter. With the large Cd used in the inversion, these two parameters are not

resolved, so they simply share in a single parameter with the relative weights

determined by the prior variance specification. Use of a Cd which allows these

parameters to be resolved produces results which are less than inspiring (i.e.

garbage).

The final data misfit in Figure 6.21 is the primary information which would

modify these initial models in a nonlinear inversion.

A first-order improvement necessary to make linearized inversion even more

useful is a better description of the background shear velocity and density. Smith

and Gidlow (1987), and Gidlow et al. (1992) show impressive results because their

approach requires an empirical relationship between the backgroundcompressional

and shear velocities. These relationships are likely a function of depositional

system, lithology, and depth. A more accurate treatment would allow R 0 to be a

better predictor in regions where hydrocarbons are not present. Hydrocarbons
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would then have an even betterchance of appearing as anomalies in the AR
sh

and

AR
p

sections.

The seismic wavelet is critical in any attempt at inversion. A wavelet extracted

from the data and modified for a nonwhite reflectivity spectrum is reasonable at the

current level of understanding. The wavelet used does include the partial-stack

response since it is estimated from the ODR partial stack data. Angle- and time-

dependent effects are not accounted for properly. The amplitude scale factor is

calibrated based on assumed reflection coefficients for the bright-spot reflection.

This calibration is inexact and ultimately affects the magnitudes of the elastic

property perturbations.

The final velocity and density models do appear qualitatively reasonable and

realistic. These estimates are certainly nonunique. The background compressional

velocities are estimated as perturbations in stacking velocity relative to the global

function of Todd (1986). More realistic background velocities can be obtained

when the perturbations relative to the global function are estimated as true interval

velocities. Consequently, this would improve the reliability of the linear inversion

results.

An attractive feature of performing the inversion in the time domain is that the

apriori assumptions relating the background velocities and density can be time

variant. It is also quite simple to includea time-, and/or angle-dependent seismic

wavelet into the inversion.
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Summary

The approach to prestack inversion is designed to incorporate the

characteristics of reflectivity-based inversion methods, yet be practical and

computationally efficient. Major features of the approach include the incorporation
of NMO stretch, and signal changes produced by the noise-reduction methods

used, and user control over the compromise between resolution and variance. These

features may improve performance relative to conventional weighted-stack

approaches. The method has much merit, and should be evaluated further.

The ray-based approach to modeling attempts to incorporate effects present in

the real ODR data into the Frechet derivatives. This method is more satisfying than

a conventional weighted-stack and approaches the results which would be obtained

using a reflectivity method for the modeling.

Reformulation of the linearized approximation to the Zoeppritz equations

results in a modeling/inversion equation which is intuitively appealing. This

parameterization produces a model covariance matrix which is diagonal.

A single-parameter model accounts for mostof the data fairly well. The

prediction-error anomalies are most pronounced where hydrocarbons are present,

and essentially behave like the fluid factor of Smith and Gidlow (1987). As might

be expected, there is a strong posterior covariance between the two perturbation

parameters.

The real data inversion results must be qualified. A number of

approximations are made in the course of the algorithm development and the data

processing. Perhaps the most serious assumption is that of an isotropic, one-

dimensional earth. Errors in the wavelet estimate and inaccuracies in the interval

velocity model plague attempts to recover true rock properties from reflection data.

Given these problems, it is probably most prudent to emphasize changes in relative

rock properties.

Linear inversion can be usefully applied to real data. Effort should be placed

on developing apriori assumptions regarding the background reflectivity. Use of
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the technique presented here would then likely be even more successful in

recognizing hydrocarbon zones as anomalous.

A large set of possible improvements are recognized. The most important

need in order to obtain more useful results is an adequate treatment of the lateral

velocity variations in the overburden as noted by Huston (1987). This can be done

either by handling the velocity variations, or by restricting the analysis to the line

intersections where the earth is locally one-dimensional.



Chapter 7: Conclusions and Suggestions

Summary

Analysis of a shallow-marine seismic reflection data set in the context of a

locally one-dimensional earth provides useful information regarding the subsurface

rock properties. The approaches presented are practical in that they are

computationally efficient, automated, and intuitive. I feel that each of the chapters

presents results which are original, useful as is, and can readily be extended and

enhanced. It is important to be aware, however, of the strengths and weaknesses of

each technique.

The model-based statistical deconvolution approach of Chapter 2 attempts to

introduce the time, angle, and space dependence of the reverberation period into

conventional predictive deconvolution. Results obtained are comparable with the

gapped deconvolution after ODR stack approach used by Huston (1987). It is

presumed that more analysis of the entire data set will show areas where this

method provides superior, and inferior, results compared to Huston's. Such is the

nature of gapped deconvolution. The approach presented in Chapter 2, however, is

more theoretically satisfying than the single operator approach of Huston.

Prediction of the gap length and the short deconvolution filters are designed

to attenuate the water layer reverberations. Other reverberatory components are

present; namely those produced by the shallow gas. An accurate near surface model

may allow the prediction of the reverberation period for these multiple generating

mechanisms.

The matched-filter approach discussed in Chapter 3 is a simple, intuitive

method for obtaining an impedance model. Parameterization of the earth as a

superposition of simple interfaces and thin layers is a step beyond previously

published methods, yet is by no means complete. In general, the resulting sparse

impedance model is not representative of reality. One can take the position that

initial inversion efforts should attempt to reproduce the data with the simplest,
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defensible earth model obtainable. This simple earth model can then be used as the

starting point for incorporating an expanded set of observed data.

The approach may be most suitable for detecting lateral variations in

specified target horizons. The set of basis functions can easily be extended to

account for transition zones, coarsening (fining) upward sequences, etc. A

potentially useful application of 2-D processing lies in the isolation of the

hydrocarbon accumulations by modeling and subtracting the background

reflectivity.

A virtue of the sparse earth assumption is that it ensures a non zero data

misfit. This provides the opportunity to modify the assumed seismic wavelet. A

minimum-phase wavelet derived statistically from the data and modified for a

nonwhite reflectivity is defensible at the current level of understanding and

corroborated by the impedance inversion results.

Chapter 4 presents an automated approach to velocity estimation in a locally

one-dimensional earth. Residual moveout estimates for selected events are obtained

automatically and are robust. An inherent smoothness is introduced into the velocity

estimation through the use of cubic B-spline coefficients to represent the velocity

model. In general, the updated velocity profiles bring the ODR data much closer to

the linearity required by the linear prestack inversion.

A fundamental limitation of the velocity estimation is that a locally one-

dimensional earth is assumed. More meaningful velocities can be obtained if the

lateral velocity variations are taken into account.

Chapter 5 produces the forward modeling algorithm used in the linear

prestack inversion. In addition, the results presented have important implications

formodeling prestack synthetic seismograms in a one-dimensional earth. The most

popular approach to prestack modeling continues to be primaries-only raytracing

where the reflection coefficients are obtained from the Zoeppritz equations. This

type of modeling often fails in the presence of thin layers since the locally converted

shear wave is neglected. These results bring into question much of the published

literature dealing with prestack modeling and AVO.
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Superior results are achieved from primaries-only modeling if the linearized

approximation to the Zoeppritz equations is used to describe the reflection

amplitude variation with offset. The nature of the linearized approximation

implicitly and approximately accounts for the presence of the single-leg locally

converted shear wave.

Chapter 6 describes and applies a linear maximum-likelihood inversion

algorithm to the ODR gathers. Apriori assumptions relate the background shear

velocity and density to the background compressional velocity. The linearized

approximation is reformulated so that data which meet the apriori assumptions

exactly can be modeled with a single parameter. The other two parameters represent

perturbations relative to the apriori assumptions. The model covariance matrix is

diagonal. Primaries-only raytracing in conjunction with the linearized

approximation to the Zoeppritz equations is used for the prestackmodeling, and is

cast in such a manner that it produces Frechet derivatives comparable to those

obtained fromreflectivity-based modeling.

An appropriate selection of the data covariance is crucial for obtaining

meaningful model parameter estimates. The hydrocarbon accumulations are detected

as anomalies in the model estimates and in the data prediction-error. These results

are somewhat surprising in that theoretical apriori assumptions (the mudrock curve

and Gardner's relation), rather than empirical corrections, are used to relate the

background properties. Results obtained are thought to be comparable to those

which would be obtained from a reflectivity-based inversion with a reflection-free

background, albeit at much less computational cost.

Suggestions for future work

Nonlinear prestack inversion in a locally one-dimensional earth remains a

worthy objective for further study of the Offshore Area One data. The results

obtained from the linear inversion can be used as the starting model for the

reflectivity-based nonlinear inversion. Prior to this attempt there a few areas related

to the data preprocessing which can be addressed which may aid in obtaining

meaningful inversion results.
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The presence of shallow gas accumulations distorts the deeper reflection

energy over a significant portion of the data. Preliminary work has shown that the

location of these transmission path 'footprints' as a function of time, angle, and

space can be predicted to first-order in the ODR data. The fact that the impulse

response of these shallow anomalies can be predicted provides the opportunity to

design an inverse problem which corrects for the amplitude and traveltime

distortions produced by the low velocity anomalies.

Similarly, the deeper producing hydrocarbons serve as transmission-path

anomalies for the deeper data. The impulse response of these anomalies may also

prove to be predictable. Velocity estimation which incorporates lateral velocity

variations should treat these anomalies as first-order effects.

Prestack Kirchhoff time migration has been adapted to account for the ODR

geometry. Initial results on the real data are impressive. The strike line data cannot

be handled properly with 2-D migration, but analysis of the migrated dip line ODR

data may be useful for some applications.

Estimation of the seismic wavelet remains an elusive goal. The seismic

wavelet is unambiguously time and angle dependent. A possible approach which

should be investigated is deriving a wavelet estimate from the flat-spot reflection.

The flat spot is unconformable with respect to the background stratal geometry.

Removal of the background reflectivity, if it can be estimated, would isolate the flat

spot. If the flat spot is then assumed to be a simple-interface reflection, an angle-

dependent wavelet estimate can be obtained.

The approach to linearized prestack inversion uses theoretical relationships

to relate the background shear velocity and the background density to the

compressional velocity. These relationships are a function of lithology, depositional

system, and depth. An effort directed towards obtaining meaningful relationships

between these background parameters should improve the linear prestack inversion

results.

Nonlinear inversion in the context of an isotropic locally one-dimensional

earth should be pursued concurrently with these otherefforts. It should be
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recognized that anisotropy does exist, and should eventually be considered in any

attempt at prestack inversion.
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